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VOICE OF THE MARXIST-LENINIST PARTY, 'USA

. The Spanish Civil_War .and problems
in the presen-t-daymovementi~ Spain
, In the Ckt. 1 issue of th~ Wor~ers" Advocate we,
\ began a study of the Spanish Civil War of 1936-39.
, This war was' marked by great heroism and ,sacrificeby the communist a~tivists and revolut~onary,
toilers. ' 'And it ,was, precisely the central role
played by the Communist Party that.- allowed the '
struggle against fascism to reach s~ch .int8nsity. , '
Unfortunately, however, tJ.1e' orientation which' ~ded,
,th~CommUIIist Party of Spain wil$. grievously wrong,

and this had bad conSequeOOes. -The war was lIlarked
by a -_ tremendous revo~utiomiry upheav~l, but the
Partysotight tQ -cool down the class struggle and
"subordinate the .revoluti.on to the bounds of bour- ,
geols republicanism. ' ,
,
The wrong policies of. the CP of Spain were not
jus~~solated, small errors' but represeI}ted a turning 'away from Leninism. They were based on the
Cootbued
'011 JI88e 12
.
"

On the 'line 01 the ,CP of Spain/ML
This article ~ines some of the basic questions
facing the communiSt movement in Spain today. It is
being written because we have' some grave concerns,
about the str.!itegy and tactics of the Communist
Party of Spain (Marxist-Leninist).
>
Furthermore, ,the CPS(.ML) ,is a party ~at has in
the past declared its opposition to various of the
rightist 'influences on the internatjonal MarxistLeninist movement. In .1982 it set out its ideas
concerning the international Marxist-Leninist movement and promised to uphold the "Leninist tradition
of polemic"•

determining the correct general line for the world
movement.
I But the leadei'ship of the CPS(MC)· haS' been unable
to carry through with the fight agGdnst the rightist
and petty-bourgeois nationalist pressures, on the
world Marxist-Leninist movement. Even when' comrade
Marco promised to uphold a Leninist polentl¢ :sgatnst opportunism, he $pecified that this would be an
"internal" " struggle. The CPS(ML) leadership In fact
~tnlled CD paae 12

It pledged to take up the q~estion

"why did, modem revisionism arise?" (See "On Some
Questions of thelntemational Movement" by comra~
~ul Marco, Ckt.- 3, 1982) And a few years ago it
hinted publicly that it disagreed with some of the
rightist ,stands o'f the Party 1 of Labor of Albania,
such, as support of Khomeinl's hangman regime in
Iran.;
.
These stands, and the 'prestige of the struggle it
waged in the years of the Franco dictatorship, have
, resulted in the ideas and activities of the CPS,(ML)
being discussed and influential among a nUIl1ber of
parties. 'PUs, means that an asseSsment of its views
is not just - important for' the activities of, the
Sp~nish communists, but .as part of the process of
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE PHILIPPINES AND THE, AQUINO REGIME
I

Forinore than a decade the Comrp.unistparty of the

of conciliation ," towards the' liberal bourgeoisie.
(For a' fuller discllssion of this, see the article
in' the Philippines.
Besides influencing the mass
"On the revolutipnary Imovement in the Philippines:
struggles of wOrkers, peasants, and youth, the" CPP , Conciliation with ljberalism is a dangerous course"
has been the guiding force behind the vigorous guerIn, the' Worlcers' Advocate Supplement, September 25,
rilla movement of the - Ne~ People's Army.
'
1985.)
As events have unfolded, our party has noted both
Instead of looking critically at its past policy
SUCG.esses 6f the CPP/NPA as well as discussed its
and moving towards a' truly independent and revoluideological and political problems. And these are
ti.onary policy, the CPP reinforces its taiIism to.;.
serious problem~ These problems have damaged the
wards the liberals. Thus, even while the CPP/NPA"
strength of the revolutionary, movement that it' has
knows enollgh not to completely capitulate before the'
built up in the Philippines and restricted its
blandishments of the Aquino regime;" its policy of
goals. '
, "critical support" for the regime holds back the
, Earlier, this year in February "when Marcos fell,
"work that is necessary to lead the toilers forward.
the CPP was surprisingly on the sidelines. The CPP
In fact, it ,weakens the ability of the CPP to resist
appeared to b~ paralyzed during the crisis' that
the governinent's campaign to disrupt, disorient and
brought Marcos down and saw the coming to power of -, crush' the revolutionary movement -altogether.
the liberal Aquino r.egime.
'
In this article, wee discuss these latest assess"This has provoked a good deal of discussion in
mepts by the CPP.
the left, both in the Philippines and- ,the U.S.,
," In its reassessment, the CPP leadership legitiabout the role of the CPP, in this ye1ir's events and'
~p.tely raises the quest~on of why the party was on
its tactics towards the' new situation. We have been '; th~ sideUnes in February. ,But its tactical conclu":
observing prpblellls in' the current tactics of., the
sion~ ar~~ead wropg.
.
CPP, and upon seeing recent documents of the CPP,
our concerns have been confiimed.
• A, Brief Review of the EveDts Leading
The May 1986 issue of Ang:Bayan, newspaper of the '
up "to the February Crisis
Central Committee of the CPP, carries an article
''Party conducts assessment, 'says boycott 'policy was
,;' At the end of last year,' Marcos called an early
wrong".
, And it also has additional articles which
pr~sidentialelection in order to give his regime a
spell out the CPP's current tactics.
democratic facelift. Tl;1e liberal bourgeois opposi~
The positions expressed in these articles repretion succeeded in putting', together a unified ticket
<;eilt a further step backward for the CPP, although
of COrazoh Aquino and Salvador Laurel. Marcos used
iliey flow, from its, longstanding ideological problem
extensive fraud to steal the official vote count.
But in the ,course of the elections and iD;lmediately
afterwards, it became clear that, no matter what
Marcos had intended, the Filipino bourgeoisIe and
U.S. ' imperialism had deCfde,d ,to ensure that the
Philippines has been at the center of the movement
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liberals would. win out. This was finally assured at
boycott' .policy, . and suggests that a more active
the end of,' February through a military revolt by' top . policy . would have le<,i to unnamed, gains for the left.'
m~n of the fi1ipino military' establishment. IMarcOs
.' 'While we agre~, that it is a proper thing to. decided to. surrender and leave~rathertPan. fight it
. question why the CPP was passive, the CPP leadership
out. ' '.
.
,..'
.
'/'
has s6methingqwte different than ~ in mind about
· During the-,election camp~ign, .the CPP and' its'
'what could have been achieved and what the content
alUes, through thel3ayan coalition,flrst tried, to
of a. rnoreactive pOlicy would have been.
come to an . agreement to. support the' Aquino-Laurel
First, tet's discuss the question of what could,
campaign. They wanted the liberals to ,accept cerhaVe been achieveo. by the revolutionary forces durtain conditions. . But· these' ..conditions were' reject.,.
~ng .this .time. wheI}l the liberal bourgeoisie·· was seized. The CP~ and 'BaYat:l then called for ,a boYCQttof
ing a 'certain ,initiative..
"
the" elections, although a number of Bayan .leaders
It does: nptap~ ,that the. left had the strength \
split 'and joUted the Aquino-Laurel campaign. .
" ' to make a' direct att~mptto seize. power or seriously
· Despite"the boycott call" the. left"scriticism of, influence the change in power at that time. But
the:Uberal ,campaigri was very weak. It was :tied up
there were, possibi-lities for intervening in a revoin knots. It was essentially limUed, tQ the id~a
lutionary' way tnat ,would have put the revolutionary
that '-the el~tions were' "snap electi9ns"~' otg8rlized
forces in abetter position to deal with the outcOme
on conditions that would' ensure a Marcos victory,
of: February's crisis.
.'
and thus Marcos Couldn't be 'gotten rid' of this way.
First, it was possible that, . at a time when the
Despite.' ppinting out the need for i revolutionary
entire Filipino army and govEIDJment were' focused on
struggle,. the CPP still managed to praise the liberthe struggle at the top, the left could have u,sed,
alcampaignfor its "valua1:>le anti-fasGist contrib~~
t~is opportunity" ·to . str~ngthen its political and
tion." . . '
"
,.
.~
~i1itary positions.
- . •
During the electjon campaign itself, the CPP'.was
Jt;was possible. that the mass forces that were
not particularly active. And 'after' the' elections~~nder' the· direct influence of the left could have
the CPP did not know how'.to deal with the crisis' gone, into action ,.:..- . with their own slogans and
,:thatemerged~
It promised to ,help the liberals
demands.' TQiswould have, immediately confronted the
build for,. ,·the· denionstr~tions "they threatened' against . new regime' ,With an aci:ive population that demanCled
Marcos' cheating. But the liberals didn't or.ganize
acti6noQ,certain 'basic questions facing' the. toil:"
'mass actiops, because they didn't want the masses t~
ers.' And iQ' case things had gOnE~ differently and a
b«;l mobilized. When the military, revolt erupted. and
big clash had developed between Marcos and the oppothe final crisis of ' the Marcos regime~ook pl~ce,
sition, this would have orga.f!.ized the masses to
the CPP 'was completely paralyzed.
. ....
fight under. left leadership.
,There may also 'have been possibilities to' expand
· Meanwhile ACtuino replaced the Marcos' tyrannY with
another counterrevolutionary, but. liberal . regime.
the military positions of, the guerrilla forces. But
(See "SiX months of Aquino's rule/Ihe new regime ,is,
there is no evidence that the NPA was anything but
no~ delivering what the-Filipino ,masses yearn fot"
_passive.
'
' .
in the Sept. '1 issue of the. Workers' Advocate.) . It
There, is also the question of influencing the
is not a popular regime but a regime of the Filipino
masses who did take to the streets in. support of
limdlords and capitalists, qlffering from' Marcos' . Aquinoand'the mil1tary rebels. ' It is doubtful that'
regime omy in. being more.of the common rule of all
the left, cOuld have made major inroads among, these
the big exploiters rather than the personal rule ,of
masses at that time, urness major clashes had developed with the Marcos forces. But an active presence
a clique. It ,has. relaxed certain. of the outrageous
police measures of the Marcos regime but it still
suppresses revolutionary orgailization and wages war
The Conlnuimst' Party Of 'the PbiIippines
to suppress the, insurgent masses.· It is -just as
, " and die AqUino Regime
,
loyal as Marcos to U.S. i:qlperialism,. and on her
recent visit (o.theU.S~ Aquhlowas suqh a .toady
that she even praised U.S! military 'intervention' A" Brief Review of the -&rents Leading up to
th.,e,·· february Crisis ••.••••••••••••••••••••• \ .:•• 2 .
arot:tnd the - world~(See "Aquino pledges ,allegiance
On thePossipilities of Intervening in a. . .
to U.S.,' imperialism" in the O<:t.' 1 issue of, ,the
" ~evolutlonary Way ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3
Worken' Advocate.)Iil sh~, the Aqt.rlnoregime Is
<At
theCPP's Complaint of Being
.'
no friend 'of the Filipino working people.' It gives
on :..ttie. :Sidelines•••••• ~ ••••••••••••.••••••••••• 4
the masses the ieast. concessions it can,' while it
Revolution'ary or Tailist Tactics
boasts.' to' imp,etiaUsm. 'tha~ . it' will be. better' at
.
in the~. Elect~Qns •••••••••• ~ ••• ~ •• ., •••••••••••• 4"
suppressing revolution than. Marcos!
A Failure to See the Liberals as a Serious Force ••• 5
A . Conciliatiomst .Stanci. Towards, the Aquino
'
on the POssIbilities' ·forlntervening
Ieg"~ ••••• "••
!' • • • • ., lit. • • . • • • • • • "••• 6
jn a Revolutionary . Way
.
The. R'C?ots of the. Problem ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 .
The CPP leadershiptodaycriticlzes. the fact tha~
it· was on the sidelines, . blames its' passivity on tl)e
II' • • • • " . . . . . . . . . . . .
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of the left would have put it in better position
among such forces in the future, when their illusions in the liberals were bound to dissipate.
In sulll, we are not talking about, the left' making
a direct challenge for power yet, ,but using the
situation to ensure that the new regime would face a
powerful mass force standing up for its own demands
'
and would have to deal' with it.
~ the CPP's CoIpplaint of· BelDgOll the Sidelines

,But when the, Cpp 'leadership talks of the' gaiIJs
and losses of this' period, it has in ,its mind a'
reformist intervention in this period's events.
The CPP leadership complains bitterly that its
refusal to support Aquino in the elections and its
paralysis during the February. events isolated the
party from the masses who were suPporting _Aquillo.
But we are dubious' about whether isolation from the
maSses - was as big a pheoomeoon las' it is being m,ade .
out to be.
For one thing, there is no evidence that the
liberals succeeded in winning away any, sizeable '
section of' the workers and' peasants from the influ-'
ence of the left, particularly in the, strongholds of
the left.
(And to the 'extent the, liberals won
anyone away, the _CPP leadership itself _must _take a
good. share of the blame, ,because of its historic
'weakness of conciliating the liberals.) .
, Meanwhile, 'it is true that in the cities, particularly in Manila, the liberals did make inroads
among a section of the masses, particularly -, among
But can 'revolutionaries see
the petty bourgeoisie.
this as a permanent condition and allow themselves'
to be disoriented? Vacillation between the 'contending forces is a typical political characteristic of
the left· petty-bourgeoisie.
And in political life,
it happens quite ofterfthata i section of ,the masses
--partiCUlarly 'among' those 'cOming new into politi'cal activity -- go at first with' the liberals. But
in the months since Aquino 'came to power, there are
widespread reports that there are a hell of a lot of
, people who waved the yellow' banner' (Aquioo'semblem)
yesterday but who are -today disillusioned with the
Aquino regime. They have heard a lot of promises
but, have -seen nothing changed in ,their lives.
However,. it doesn't -appear th~t isolation from
the ordinary masses is, really what the CPP - lead.ership is complaining about.' In fact,· there.is a good
deal of evidence that the CPP in fact is complaining
that the boycott· policy isolated them .from the, liberal politicians 'themselves.
It believes oow that '. a
friendlier Policy towards Aquioo would have put them
in a better position for deals from. the new regime,
perhaps-even with seats in the government or on
government commissions, etc.
This perspective is openly _spelled out in Manila'
by' some prominent elements hIstorically associated
with the CPP, such as Jose Maria Sison, Horacio
"Boy" Morales, etc. They are advocating pronouo<;:ed
right-opportunist positions.
And they have been
begging for positions within the new government and
I

complaining that ,the boycott position .\lurt those
chances. A few of them have apparently been for,given by the liberals, allowed a chance to redeem
themselves, and given jobs in the new regime. While
the CPP _has reportedly publicly -pointed out th~~'
Sisori and some others do not speak for it, it has
not criticized' their servant-like attitude towards
the new regime.
.We will now take up discussion of what the CPP
thinks would have been the proMr tactics during the
elections.
Revolutionary '<r Tailist
"Tactics in the Elections?
.
~

In its reassessment of the elections,' the CPP
leadership now says:
-,"The election ,and the major evenisit
unleashed constituted the climax of the pe0ple's long-drawn struggle against the Marcos
regime.... The snap election became the main
channel 'of large-scale mobilization and deployment of the masses for the decisive battle to overthrow the 'C:!ictatorship."
When the ,CPP speaks of the election and the
change of regime being the "climax of ,the popular
struggle", it is referring to the Aquino-Laurel
election campaign. But this is simply wrong. Yes;
it is - the s~ruggles of the toilers over years and
- years that undermined Marcos. But the liberal campaign was designed not as the climax of the mass
struggle but as a way of stopping it. The elections
themselv~ did not bring down the, Marcos regime, and
"the major events. it urlleashed", namely the military
coup, was the climax of the mHitary's and V.~.
imperialism's discontent wit;h Marcos. Or should one
call a government determined to crush the popular
movement, and not to give'in to the demands of _the
masses _the "climax" of the popular struggle?
The new CPP assessment of the elections fails to
, distinguish between the toilers' opposition to Marcos and the liberal bourgeois opposition.
But in
the fight against Marcos, there have always been
these two trends.
The toilers have organized revolutionary !~truggle against Marcos, while the liberals advocated begging, pleading, attempting deals,
and electoralisni. 'What's more, the two trends have
cUffered not merely' over the question, of how to get'
rid of Mar:cos but, above all, what to do after
,Marcos was out. . The, 'liberals wanted a stronger
capitalist regime - with a more democratic face- that
would be more effective in stopping the upsurge of
the oppressed,while the masses wanted' -revolutionary
changes ru:td' attacks on exploitation. I _
From its wrong approach, to the elections, the CPP
concludes that it was
"tactically necessary for the revolutionary
forces to participate critically in, the snap
election ••• , "
and it condemns the boycott policy that was decided
- back then by the CPP leadership. In short, tpe CPP
leadership now believes that -it was necessary for
the party to have provided some form of open support

,
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. to see this difference as merely two different apto the AqUino-Laurel ticket against Marcos.
proaches in an otherwise commqn progressive underThe CPP leadership's basic criticism of the boy,..,
taking. " This leads the CPP into, cbntinuously findcott policy is that since large numbers of people
ing good words for the liberals, appeals to them,
supported 'Aquino in the elections, the 'boycott
searches for' unity, and so on.
'
'
stance isolated the party from them and preventea
It is this conciliation towards liberalism that
the party from making the most of the situation.
has done the' greatest harm to the revolutionary
We have already dealt with this argument. But we
movement. And the CPP has promoted these illusions
will again stress that this, is a thoroughly tailist
for years.
.
stand. It is true that a large section of the antiMarcos masses voted for Aquino in the elections.
They did this not because they were convinced bourA 'Failure to See the Liberals As a Serious Forre
geois' libera}s, but because they were taken in by
her promiseS. The CPP did have to find methods of
approach to this section, while maintaining the'
So at the mqment when the liberals seiied iDttia,class independence of the toilers. 'But this does
tive, the CPP diclrl't kiIow what to do. ' Why. was the
not translate. into a politics of support for th~
CPP so. paralyzed during, the February "crisis? After
liberals. Rather it means finding tactful ways to
,all, there had been liberal activities in the past
win these masses away from the influence of the
where the CPP had been present, even with its miSliberals.
"
,
taken conciliationist approach. Why was it that the
Our party, supported t6e boycott policy because it
CPP was thoroughly paralyzed when the liberals were
dramatized that there were two approaches in the
actually coming to power?
.
fight against Marcos, a revolutionary approach and a
. This has to do with ,the CPP leadership ha'{ing a
liberal one. But we had also observed that the CPP
well
itself was contradictory .In 'its boycott ,tactics... certain mechanical view / of the Marcos regime
as a Ifai~ure to count the· liberal bourgeoisie as a
, While it did call for a boycott and raised the
serious, political force in ~ts own right.
ThIs
revolutionary banner, it also praised the liberal
means that the CPP did not consider the liberals to
Aquino candidacy. The praises for Aquino in fact
compromised the attempts to maintain' a revolutionary
be a serious force who' could actually come to power.
In esse~e this is a glorification of the liber.als;
position. (See, the article "A' ~mment on the Views
signifying a belief that the liberals were not tied
of the CPP on the Election Fraud,"' in the Workers'
up enough with imperialism and the ollgarchy, to
Ad¥ocate Supplement, February 20, 1986.)
actually mals:e a deal and be' entrusted with power.
Perhaps some other way besides boycott could have'
been devised to deal with the elections in a revoluThe CPP thus mainly criticized the liberals for
their flimSiness, and in this context occasionally
But the present debate over the
tionary. spirit.
criticized them for their opposition to revolutionboycott tactic is not from this angle. Indeed, as
ary struggle, for their conciliation o~ U.S. imper.;.
we have Shown, even the boycott campaign was not
conducted in a consistent revolutionary spirit (and
ialism, even: for their ties, with clerical reaction.
But .it believed that the liberals were fundamentally
this is not only true of this bQycott cl3,mpaign,but
on the side of the people but simply too weak. Such
,of previous ones as well). It was more of an aftera view is not only theoretically wrong, but it
thought, sincecoordinatiop with the liberals fell
blinded the, CPP to what was happening right before
through, than part of a consistent plan, pursued
over. 'years, . to utilize elections as a subsidiary
its eyes.
As the pro-liberal military coup ap'"
means to advance the revolution and undermine illupr~ched," Ang B~yan itself noted that a major secsions in the Iibe:r;als. And today the various plans
tion of the bourgeoisie -- even those who had historically 'backed Marcos -- were disaffected.
It
for "critical support" of Aquino that are being
noted· that there was ,dissent in .the Armed Forces~
suggested retroactively' are not In the spirit of how
And it could alsO see that the U.S. government was
to strengthen the revolutionary cutting edge of t!?-e
maneuvering with elements of the opposition 'Snd
party's agitation, but for obliterating the difference between the revolutionary struggle arid i liberalinside the militarY. Such things' were noted, but
ism. They do not involve telling the masses that
their significance was not apparently understood. .
the liberals are their class enemies who intend to
But toe switch of U.S. imperialism and the I?hil...
be 'more effective in wiping 'out the toilers' revoluippine military to backing the liberals faced the
tionary movement. Instead this "critical support"
CPP with the prospeci: of them in power. The idea
means( telling, the masses that the liberals are on
that the liberals coimd never take power not only
their side, but just not firm enough. And that is , caWiOO paralysis in. February 'and during the variQUS
not a revolutionary stand, but the stand of being
events that ,led up to the change of regime, but it
now shows up in problems in how the CPP deals with
mesmerized by liberal illusions.
The basic problem reflected her~ is that the CPP
the new counterrevolutionary" but liberal, regime.
leadership blurs the distinction between the moveIt shows up in the lack of any serious criticism of
ment of the' toilers and the liberal movement. It
liberalism 'in power and in attempts to come to terms
with the government.
sees th'at one graVitates towards revolutionary
struggle while the other is reformist. But it tends
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Stand, Towards' the Aquino ~

The Cpp lealilership has adopted a stand of "critical SUllllort" for.the new regime •. the party likes
Aquino and the other liberals, bl,lt' it . recogni1;es '
that the government includes a. reactionary-, wing
. centered. around formeri MarCos men like" .De~ense Mirr
ister Juan Ponce EluiIe•. - The CPP knows that this
miHtarist camp is not a minor fringe of· the regime,
but; a strong part of it. ,Because of the power' of·
this'right w.ing, the CPP ha'S refused to capitulate'
altogether before the new regime. ' And its' armed
wing, the NPA, has continued to resist' the a~tacks
by the military.
'
'
Bu~ the CPP glorifies 'the H1:ieral~ in the' govern..:.
mente ' It praises them to the skies. It believes,
- that they want to "tackle the social roots, of the
people's struggle", that they ''have, begun to see the,
destructive effects of imperialis't' impositions",
'that they are taking "ineasures not, to 'aggravate the
people's poverty", etc. . ·("Contradictions within
state are most intense at present," Aug Bayan, May'
1986) \
;.
','
,
. '
From this estimate lof the. liberal wing of the
regime, the CPP's basic approach is to mobilize the
mGlsses as a buttress for the liberals against the"
pressutes of the right. In short, the ,masses are
given a place at the tail of the Aquino regime. '
'
This is a fatal error. 'Theoretically, it misses
what the character of bourgeois liberalism is all
about. , The liberals are, not weak. ~l1ies of the
toilers in an o~wise common struggle.
They, do
not share tOO basic goal~ of the workers and' pleasants. They merely want a reformed capitalist 'order .
in the Philippines, not fundamental' social change,
and moreover they want reforms to strengthen the
domination of the bourgeoisie, over the insurgent
masses.
I
, ' j,
And the reason they have made a, bloc with Marcos'
'inilitary is not· merely because of circumstances, but
'because th~Y. never wanted a thoro~h uprooting of
the Marcos ~ctatorship.
They always sought a deal
with the dictatorship. They always looked' foI' help.,
frpm U.S. imperiali~m. They opposed M!lrcos not
because they were revolutionaries but because they'
, . thought Marcos' corruption" crudity and 'ineptness
" '
was hastening the revolutionary, p~ess.
The CPP is also wrong in .its approach to ~he:
,reformists and social-democrats who are functiQIiing
as "lett" voices for the new ,regime.,' ,'These politi-:
cians are not misguided radicals, but are doing a
dirty, treacherous job selling' the regime to the
" masses.
They deserve .castigation for their treachery, not praise.
,
,The end result of the 'CPP's !=X)nciliationist, ,stand
towards the regime is that it leads to tonifig down
the mass struggles of the workers and' peasants.
True, the CPP and its forces are still activ~ in
military battles and other' struggles, but it· appears
tlhat these are ,hot being waged iii the proper spirit.
. Jrldeed, it, is hard for ,that, to be so when the CPP is'
creating great expectations about what wm come

....

from the negotiations with the regime. This . stand
cuts the heart out· of the mass' struggle. In the
final analYSiS, the conciliationist stand of the CPP
leadership means restraihing the masses.
. Meanwhile, the maneuvers of" the new regime have
succeeded in wiiming certain forces away from the \
CPP and NPA. The cease-fire negotiations are preCisely planned to furt,her diSintegrate the left.
Whether the new regime succeeds is another question.
But the· taiUsm of the cpp· towards the liberals aDd
the Aq1,lino regime is orily helping the bourgeoisie in
its offedsive against .the revolutionary movemept.
,Of course the situ~tion in' the Philippines is
still in flux. While the .liberals talk and promise
(and threaten), the military flexes its muscles.
Not. only is the army coptinuing its rampage agai~
the NPA, bUt' the military officers and Defense Mirr
ister' En,rile are more and more gearing up fora
Showdown.
, While there is little immediate threat of a
right-wing coup -- the present regIme ·is still too
useful for the oligarchy .and U.S. imperialism -there rell,lains a very .real threat that, at some point
·the right Will throw aside the· liberals and reinstall· a' new tyranny.·
. The RQots of the Problem

The, wrong stands· of, the cPP are Showing th~t this.
party . does not simply; have problems in this or that
tactical field, but there is something more funda-.
mentally flawed in the thinking of the CPP. The
truth of the matter is that, despite calling itself
a communist party, the CPP does not in fact base
. itself· on', the revolutionary .theory· of Marxism-LeirlJl...·
ism.
The CPP was indeed formed by revolutionary activists who wanted to repudiate' Soviet revisiomsm and
restore a revolutionary communist policy in the
Philippines. But the CPP could not cast aside the,
influence of domestic national-reformist traditions,
and it came under the influence of. Maoism.
While
the~e ideological influences remain, the CPP has
also begup. to seek additional lnsplration from other
non-M,arxist \~ources. Today it is looking towards
the petty, boUrgeois Sandinista Front of Nicaragua.
The Cpp's flawed tactics towards the liberal
in fact based on fundamentally wrong
bourgeoisie
strategic conceptions. The CPP. claims to ,be fight- ing for' an anti-imperialist~ democratic revolution
in the Philippines, 'but its conception of the democratic revolution is' not the Marxist-Leninist one.
Mar~ism-Leninism guides the proletariat's class
struggle towards' socialism and the dictatorship of
the proletariat. Only this can eliminate exploita. t~on altogether and l open Ithe way towards the classless society of C()mmunism.
Democratic transformations alone, no matter how ideal, 'cannot achieve
I this. And no m'atter what stage of revolutiort a
Sbciety 'is faced With,. Marxism-Leninism holds that
socialist agitatiQn, education aoo.~orgamzation must
be 'carried out among .1:J?;e worlcirJ&" Gl~ and tollers.
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"national dem9cracy" is characterized .by "national
. sovereignty", an "agrarian reform", and "nationalist
industrialization"; in other words, a national capitalism which is pure and perfect.
' .
A national capita1ism of course is meaningless
without a national bourgeoisie, and indeed, in the
CPP's . vision, the national 'bourgeoisie is consid~r~
to be a basic ally of the toilers • As' a result,
this allil:ince· is a central element· of the ,CPP's
tactics.
" , :
And in order to appeal' to, the national bourgeoi- .'
sie, the CPP agrees to tone down the· class struggle
of the proletariat. Yesterday, under Marcos, the
CPP openly advised the 'Workers to restrain their
economic, demands on the national capitalists. TOday
the CP? is even supporting. the' class collaborationist demand of "profit sharing" in the workers'. movement. This is to be expected, since the political
alliance vtith national capital must be· reflected in
the realm of economic demands as well.
In fact thr "national democracy" of the CPP is a
mirage.. The Filipino national bourgeoisie is already in power. 'Even under Marcos the local bour-·
geoisie ,was ~ power, and' now the' liberal bourgebi~~.
'
sie has come to power. And it won't even take
. , VariOus other forces ,that take part in a democra1bis
tic revolution can and do have other ideas. If the . serious democratic, and anti-imperialist steps.
bourgeoisie
will
not
touch
the
landed'
estates
and
revolution is stoppetl , half.;.way~ if the proletariat
provide
land.
tb
the
peasants.
It
will
not·
uproot
is not sufficiently class-conscious; or if the force .
,reaction. And it will not ftee the country from.
of the toilers is too weak or they at;'e not rallied
imperialist tutelage.
. .
around the class-conscious proletariat, or if they
This
is
not
because
the
Fillpino
bourgeoisie'
is
are' temporarily crushed by foreign intervention,
worSe than the bourgeoisie -of other oppressed"
etc, then the revolutionary process may be stopped
countri~.
It is a general feature of the liberal
and a 'painful 'pe,riod of capitalist exploitation ~ay
bourgeoisie
in aU countries.
(It is possIble in
result under, say, a reformed capitalist regime.
certain situations, where the weight of tyranny or
'But in any. case, Marxism-Leninism holds that the
proletariat should use the conditions created by the . 'national oppression, presses down on - the whole socie-'
democratic revolution in order to press forward. the , ty . and overshadow!:! the class struggle, especially
wh~n there' is a low level of economic development,
class struggle -- uninterruptedly to' soCialist revofor the bourgeoisie to develop for awhile a national
lution if possible, or through a protracted period
revolutionary wing. Even then the proletariat must
of organization and struggle leading to the socialremain,
on its guard.. But· in the Philippines the
ist revotution if necessary.'
.'
class conflicts are at the heart of the movement.)
The CPP dOes, not follow such a policy.
.
The carrying through of the struggle .for democraFor one ,thing, it does no work whatsoever for
cy and liberation rests not on the shoulders of the
socialism among the toilers or for the. perspective
bourgeoisie, but upon . the proletariat and poor. peasof the' uninterrupted passing over from the democraantry. Instead of' hoping to convince the bourgeoi...
tic revolution to socialism.
.
sie to side with the revolution, the revolutionaries
.' But what's more, . in the name of the democratic
in the Philippines must in fact rely' on the, strength
revolution, the CPP is fighting for a. utopia, which
of the proletariat' and toilers.
.' .
',it describes as "national democracy".' 'While' it
It is not the, id~as of Mao, Sandino, or Filipino.
gives lip service to a distant goal of. soclalism,
national-reformists like Claro Recto that can illum-."
the CPPbelieves that this· "national democracy" will
inate the revolutionary path; it is the revolutionin.' fact usher in a long period of development,
ary ideas of Marx and Lenin.
<>
ensuring 'progress for the toilers. To· the Cpr,

But under certain social and economic' conditions,.
which prevent' the clearest and .widest organization
of the proletarian class struggle, the proleta,riat
, may first have, to lead the other toilers in a, demo. cratic revdlution. In the democratic revolution,
the . proletariat fights for· the· most decisive outcome. It. fights .for. the most thorough blows against
tyranny and· reaction, for.. the destruction C?f semifeudal forins of exploitation of the peasantry where
,they exist, for 1iberation from imperialist domination, etc. It fights not for the rule 'of the liberal bourgeois, Ijut for, a revolutionary democratic
. dictatorship of the tOIlers.
"
The proletariat· fights for these gains not just
in and of themselves but also ,because they clear the
way for the development of the .class struggle and
for carrying out a sC?cialist revolution. MarxismLeninism holds that the.. class-conscious proletariat
must strive .to carry through the revolution urtinter;ruptedly from the democratic to. the' soci~st stage,
.'the rule of the' working class (the dictatorship9f
the proletariat). It is not necessary or desirable
to have a protracted period of capitalist develop<

i
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[Late August 1986] ,

Workers' Advocate:

. J have' followed closely for a year now your
resean::h into the q\festion of united front tactics.
The San Francisco Branch has. been. most cooperative
in communicating to me any pertinent proceedings and
background material. Some animated discussion has
been had, and I must praise the S.F. Branch overall.
Having just this moment completed your work on
the 6th Congress period in- the July 15 Supplement
[this refers to the article "On the period preceding
the reversal in the line of the Communist International. at the Seventh World Congress of 1936/Between
the Sixth and Seventh Congresses". - ed.], 'I am
impressed with a .certain lasting feeling.
It seems
. that for' all the incisiv,e work done in befog rid of
!.)imitrov, I still much prefer the Party's earlier
work on the earlier Congresses viz: united frOnt
tactics.
(

The work of being rid of Dimitrov and that perspective which codifies liquidationist, quick fixes
is a task. that must be brought home to the world
Marxist-Leninist movement and the revolutionaIy
movement generally. Siding with the liberals is
not, on· that account, qistinguishing [froni] .bourgeois trends. It goes. without saying, therefQre,
that, those Marxist-Leni.i::rlst tehdenci~ which promote
_
r
such thinking- must be challenged.
What'I have in mind aiso, howeV, is our own
situation and" once again, the question of united
front. tactics. To turn a phrase, Back to the Classics! I, for one, ~ould like to see a second. new
appraisal' of, say,the 5th ~Congress on united front
tactics. Fuck Dimitrov. We've more personal dilemmas.
Again, ,this is my own thinking•
Peace,
[A reader from S.F. Bay Area]<>

~=====*==================================~====~=======~=========================

NEW ZEALAND LABOR GOVERNMENIfS TWO-FACED
STAND BEFffiE THE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVEMENT
The folIo Wing article was submitted by a
supporter of the Marxist-Leninist Party who used. to
live in New Zealand.
'

it known that they are willing to appease these
expectations and has, spared no effort to bring about
military business as usual between the ANZUS powers
IANZUS - reactionary military alliance between
Australia, New Zealand, and the U.S.], but the
'threat of the remobilization of the movement has.
forced them to tread carefully and to fall short Of
complet~ capitulation to the dictate of the U.S.
rulers. Now it has been· made to seem that the allianCe between New Zealand and the U.S. has been
Severed. But a closer look at the 'recent "Defense
Review" of the Labor government shows that the U.S.
wat plans have been shielded and the interests of
the "Western Alliance" and the New Zealand millionaires are being safeguarded, while the fruits of the
New Zealand anti-nuclear movement's valiant struggle
are b~ing. frittered away.
~

The New Zealand governinent.. has built itself around the anti-nuclear iSsue. This came about
through a two-faced drama of acting tough to impress
the people while looking for a deal to remain a firm .
ally in the '''Western Alliance". Much has happened
since ,the Labor government first took on its "antinUclear" stance and refused the entry of nuclear
warships .to New Zealand ports.
On coming to power, the Labor government was
forced to make a concession to the anti-nuclear
movement. This was in the face of the growing
political. motion among New Zealand's working and
progressive' people-. The government took an '''anti"Defense Review"· and "Self-Reliance":
nuclear" stand in order to hold the development· of
"'"the movement at bay. The U.S. and' British governthe Other F.'ace of ANZUS .
/
ments lashed out with a rabid campaign of reprisals
The .''Defense Review" and its [proposed policy of]
and threats, which has not let up. This campaign
"Self-Reliance" are the· brainchild of the, Labor
'came about because of the encouragEtment and inspira• government think tanks. They have come up with a
tion that the New Zealand mass movemeQt would inevimilitary, program that, under the guise of standing
tably· give to the mass movements in other coUntries,
up to the' U.S. warmongers, is in essence completely
especially Australia and ] apan. The Pentagon has
in contradiction. to the demands of the anti-nuclear
drawn up its war plans: they expect, without vacilmovement and anti-militarism in general and in fact
lation, full subservience,' and the reactionary West'
fulfills the desires that have 'been in the U.S. war
German. government is their model alIy for all' others
plans for over 15 years. "Self-Reliance" is an
to follow.
,
incredibly deceptive cover for the further consoliThe New Zealand government at every turn has made

/
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the inter-imperialist relations in this J,"egion, they
datioo of· the Southwest Pacific as the "sphere of
are definite plans focusing on S\:lppresslng ,any poliinfluenCe" of the New Zealand ruling class, still ip.
tical . motis>n . develop~ among .the Pacific ISland
cahoots . wj.th Australian capital and still remaining
peoples that threatens their political. and economic
.
firmly in the service of U.S. imperialism.
. .
The "Self-Reliance" scheme that the Labor ,govern- '.~ domination.
This refinement and buildup has come at' a time
ment' has come up with will only add strength to any
when the U.S •. government has had to concentrate itS
aggressive alliance (oPen or secret) with the U.S.
forces .to deal with tpe most pressing interThe Labor government .has made it clear that they are
imperialist . conflicts and revolUtionary movements
intent on carryli:Jg out the 'role of the ANZUS pact~ .
sweepingyarious regions,' while other regions' that
even without ANZUS, but this has been hidden behind'
are not so volatile, such as the S9UthWest Pacific,
a smokeScreen of "Self-Reliance". This kind '.of
. ate being patrolled by loyal "friends"., .
deception. is the hallmark of liberaJ bourgeois rille,
This military tactic has' been laid out in what is
around. the world and the New Zealand Labor Party.
known as the Guam Doctrine~ In essence this is ~.'.
..
government is. 'no exception. ,.. ,
program of demands made by the U.S. government in
'. This scheme is a definite refinement of the pro1969 at .the' height of the Vietnam War. A major
gram to safeguard the economic mterests. of the New
Zealand bourgeoisie 'and its' allies. . It isa progr.am .' feature is the command that its lesser power allies,
such as New Ze&land, take greater ~responslbility"
which has been carried out ever since New Zealanq.
for militarj.zing their' own $trongholds. Bowing down
has been a power of itself,.' whether under British or
V.S. i domination, in the form of a number Qf "d!.ffer- to this is the true nature· and. intent of the "De-'
fense Review". Glossing this over with liberal
ent" aggressive "pacts" such as ANZUS. It is the_
colors, the. Laror government has set out· to assist
· "reglqnal viewpoint" of the Labor government and the:
the U.S. generals in their wars of plunder. It is
local bourgeoisie, 1'b.ey have always regarded the
beefing. up and. mobilizing its own state apparatus .to
Southwest Pacific as their own but, as the rule of
prepare for the'· time when'. it is needed for this
capitalism- determines, they are always keen to step
servlcein New. Zealand and. the. SouthweSt Pacific and
, up that domination and: ,expand the b6undari~ of
to strengtheri its hold of this whole re8tori for its
their "sphere of influence" ever wider.' The "De- (
own interests.
. .
feuse. Review", ,with its cynical hype of "self reli-.
an6e", f.s a· development .that enriches this· policy
. The .Role .of the Liberal' LeadershIp
and prograni. This is the true nature of the New'
· Zealand bourgeoisie and its LaQ<.:>r government. They
of tile, Anli-NIdear ~ent '
have reached a new height in the crystallization of.
. The leadership of .the anti-nuclear movement is
. .
New .Zealand. imperialism.
~ a .blind eye to this .maneuvering. They
.To carry out the intentions of "S~lf-Reliance",
tinue . to sow illusions about the integrity of the
what has taken place has been I.ncreased bureaucratic
.Labor goven:unent; they continue coming to a deal
rule and miUtarization not only irfthe. Pacific
with them .and continue to straitjacket the movement·
Island nations' b~t also at home in New Zealand.
on this. basis. They have been wooed by. the· govern· .This buildup .has come in a very systematic way and
.. has covered . all instruments of the state; froni' beef..:.
l!lent's policY-of gestUres, bytlie government posturing as. "friends", . and have been pushing thiS on' the
:ingupthe police force to building up the military.
movement.' They have "entrusted" the iovern~ent to '.
For ~e military it has .led to the stockpiling of
carry out the demands of the mass movement and have
. ammunition; the upgradb;!g of equipment· and weapons
fiill.ed to keep the movement active and mobilized in
systems; .the extending'. of the ran,ge of Navy. fridemonstrations and other mass actionS.
gates; the stepping up of military "~aining, techBut.it is well-known that \ the Labor government!
nical and. advisory 'programs" for rio less than 11
remains friendly with ,~e U.S. rulirig class and
Pacific' nation's troops; and t;he stepping up of all
reciprocal' activities with the Australian militaloyal to its war plans. This friendship and loyalty.
is .no secret and, of course, undermines any' "friend.ry•• ~.
."
.
ship" to the goals of the movem~nt. For the leaderOf course along With all this is. the annual
ship to kiss up to these gestUres and to attempt
· series of joint exercises in which the local people,
cover over the pro-U.S. character of [Prime t...1in· whether in the Cook Islands (throughout June' this
ister] Lange .and his Party has leet to the spreading
.
year). or in New Zealand (the 1983 Great Barrier
Island exercises), are subjected to a dress . rehear- ,
of 'dangerous' misconceptions about the true nature of'
'sal 'of imperialist war plans, complete with harassthe , ~Ucies. 'and program of the Labor government. A
ment and destruction of tb,eir land.
Under, the " .
major' consequence has been the near pacification of
cover of taken village development, cyclone recorithe movement that at one time was sweeping throughstruction and other "civil services", . the military
'out the. coUntry, ·was developing deeper among the
working and progressive people of New Zealand, and. ' .
surges ahead building air, sea and land bases and.
other facilities to aid their own and the U.S. war
wasinspirlng the mass. movements all around the
world.· .
"
preparations. These war plans are not only geared
For the mass movement to be kept mobilized arid to
towards conflicts with their Soviet social-imperialist rivals and taking into considering the state <?f
conti~e to move forward it must organlze~d-
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ently. Concretely tl;1is means it must orgamze d~
. and economic domination of the' Southwest Paciflc, by
monstrations and other mass actions that
not
the New Zealand. b9Urgeoisie or 8I.JY other.
bound by' what is acceptable to the Labpr governl1lent,
It m~t ruthlessly expose' the profit~edex
not tied to the coattails of the' Labor Party in any _' ploitation by the New, Zealand millionaires and
way, nor provide a platform for these false "
. pose the direct links between this and their efforts
"friends", but that break with the influence ,oft~'
to be a loyal political and economic "friend" of big
pro-Labor Party politicians. The movement mUst act
buSiness in AuStiiilia;·. Britain, the U;S. and wher&;.
upon, and expose every hypocritical treaChery oOmpiitVel' else, under ANZUS or any other aggressive pact,
ted by the labor government in its wheeling and, '
oPen or secret~
,
, ,.' To' realize these aims requires the constant .modealing with the U.S. and other imperialistpqw~
It must not allow' apologies or excuses to float'
'bilization of the working, ,oppressed" and progres- .
freely from the leadership who are worki!lg day' and
sive people iQ,anactive, mass imti-militarist move-·
,night to smooth over these ugly 'creases as we sawiIl
mfIDt; -To rely on such forces as the Labor Party and
the 'shameful respooseof' Green Peace to the ,deal', '
its "left wing", Who in 'all events are loyal to the
, ~mands- of the mOQey-hJll1gty exploiters at home and
-struck 'between the French ~d New ,Zealand 'govel'J:r
ments oVer the ,release of tne', twoagen~ invoJved in.' remain an' ,obedient servant of U.S. imperialism, is
blowing up 'the RainbOw Watrlor. '
,',"
to lead the, ~o~ment into a trap.
, , Pressing forward, With conCrete and unyielding
,To build an unyielding mass' movement against New
Zealand and U.S. militarization ,of the Southwest,
~mands and striking blows at the heart of mtUtar-'
Pacific, it must strike firmly, at' the roots.of
iSm· (which" in effect is the armed' body, ,guard of ,
militarism.
'
,
"
capitaU~m and' the bourgeoisie), and 9D a program
.jnqependent of the liberal cl;lpitalist politiCS of
It must 'target directly; arid work actively to
" throw out of the coliritry, every feature of U.S. ' ,
, ~" Labor Party and ,their 19yal' followers, will
imperialism. The move1nent must· oppose, and demand an
ePsure the fruits of protest" and struggle. - This is
the necessary and valuable. baSis for. work to draw' in
end to New Zealand's involvement in U.. S. ~ons
~lsections of ,the working class, oppressed ,and
around the world, including the so-called Midc;Ue
,
progressive, for work thl;lt will serve tobulld a
East "peace proces$". ,It must demand the" w~tlicJrawal
, lri@:tty mass movement amI implant this political"
"of the Rapid Deployment .Force ~ntly,
~'
, Singapore. These New Zealand militarist adWQ~
nl~~on ,with revolutionary ai,nlS 'that .will ,ensure' that
. U~$. jmperialism is thrown out, that the New Zealand
must be stopped !'Ind all forces' involved must be."
demobilized.
f
' •
oo.w.geoisie arid their capitalist' government, conser-. The movement must go all out to stop the
~~ve
liberaJ, know rio class peace ,and ,are
thrOwn 'down in a socialist revolution.
<>
militarization and oppose every aspect 'of political
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FROM A NEW. 'ZEALAND GOVERNMENT

JOURNAl.

on' nuclear w~pons, as the govemni~nt' Is .only reactThe previous article on New Zealand was sent to'
ipg to- the special' reg~onaJi pE;}culiarities of the
us along with a copy of the ,New Zea18lld RevJew,
SouthwestPacific. .
-.
,whiCh had been, obtained at a New Zealand Consulate
, Below we give some excerpts 'from this fIl~az1ne. .
in the U.S. It is published for the New 'Ze~JancJ
W~ have added 'our own subheads.,
.,'
Ministry of Foreign Affairs although it b~r~' tfte
.
.
reservation ~hat "opinions expressed in thi~tnaga;"
zine are not necessarily eildorsed by the Min1~try ,pf
From the article "Defence: Self Rei'"" am the
Pacific·.
' .
,
Foreign Affairs."
i
'.'
In the articles in this magazine, the Labor government takes credit for all the concesSions that
The '.Aittl-Nuclear CaDwskJO
'the anti-nuclear mass movement· forced it tom8k.e.
, itrhe ~liey of the present New Zealand Government
" But it is, the New Zealand ~orkers and' progres.$i~ p
.is not to allow nuclear weapons to' be brought into
pIe; not the government, whiCh has fough~~gainst
,New Zealand, even temportuily" as in visiting ships. '
militarism and, imperialism.
,',"
In, practice, , because of their policy of refusing to
Then the' articles turn around and prove wat '~
'government has' nothing to do. with the anti-iinperlal- , confirm or deny the presence of nuclear weapons
aboard them, enforcemen~, of this poliey reSulted iri
i&t sentiments of the masses. It argues at! great
the cessation of Visits· to New Zealand ports' by
length how, New ~aland, i.e. thE;} govemment"ijJ arid
always' has been 'a loyal military ally of We~t~rn . ,Umted States. All defence co-oper~tion with New
zeatand was then' 'drastically curtailed by the United
imperialism. '. The government pleads to the u.s.
States in openly' admitted retaliation."
militarists, not t<,? i worty, about the" New Zealand ban
.\

c
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. Blit We're OJ. the Side of "Western Intetests"'
" ••• This [retalIation] is in the interests of noIt merely reduces the capabilities and effi,~tly of a, nation which, however small, ,has arguably done more to safeguard Western intere$ts in ,the
"
'
South :Pacific than any other."
oh~.

solve, at national level, to keep New Zealand itself
nuclear free." ,
'
'
"••• But New Zealand's'decision means. that nUGlear
weapons will not be ~ on New Zealand's behalf.
New Zealand is determined they shall not be. It is
a small. step, perhaps, in world tenms. . But New
Zealand has done what\it can ••• and has done so
proucUy." ,
'

We're In Jhe War' Bloc Too!
1ben Again, It's All a :Matter of Viewpoint

"AddOO to this is the· repeated charge that New
Zealand has 'turned its back on the Western Alliance. '
That literally adds insult to. injury~' ••
as an analysis of current New Zealand defence ,policy
it is well wide of" the mfark. ' [It is' f9Ilowed ,by
'boasting ,over how many casualties New Zealand suf-'
fered in various wars.],
.'
, I ,"

PI~

Pentagon,

We're Valuablt3!

,"••• The New Zealand Baftalion, currently located
in ,Singapore, has been stationed in South EaSt Asia
for more than 30' years and ,before that RNZAF [Royal
New Zealand Air Force] units SerVed in Malaya. New
, Zealand is the only Western nation that today stations' land ,forces in South East Asia., That ,: is
hardly ~ our baok on the Western Alliance r: or "
. __ '.walking-off .the job.' 1 as top- United S:tate's officials have claimed."

"Self-&illance" is the Policy the U.S. Wanted j::
," ••• In concentrating its defence efforts c1ose;to
home in the South Pac1fic area, New Zealand would at
last be heedini the calI made back in 1969 when~.J'!.e
Gu~ Doctrine, spelt o~t, United States'exp~tations
that its allies would take grater responsibility' for
their own capability." [It proceeds to bbast that
New Zealand has increased its military budget 4%
this year in the midst of economic cutbacks.
ThIs .
is follower by a lengthy list of New 'zealand miiiti:lry, 'activity with respect. to various countries at .the
"present.]
,
,,','
,
'
.:

''Ta' a large extent,' the difference [between" the
U.S. and New Zealand government positions] is one of
viewpoint. New Zealand, has, a regional viewpoint and
the United States has a global' one~"
It's -All, a M'att:er of ~ Special Circumstances
"The South Pacific, and in particula:r the South
West Pacific, where New Zealand is siltuated, is
remote from ·the world's trouble spots. The' heavily- , '
armed and strategically seIDjj.tive area of the North
Pacific -- Vietnam, the Philippines, Korea, Japan
and. the Soviet Far East ,- lie Ii ,long way from ,the
area~ •• " '
,,
But We're Ready to Go to War Anyway

''The New Zealand Government has reodgnized the
need to contribute more to' the security of the '
island states of the South Pacific region.
New
Zealand has m4tual defence assistance programmes
with a number' of South Pacific countries such as
Fiji and Tonga, and latterly Western S.amoa and Papua
New GUinea, and is expanding its pattern of exeri!ising [i.e. war games} in tropical island environments."

'We Wouldn't 1bink. of "Opting, Out" of
Regional' Aggression .

•

Under the sUbhelid "Not Opting Out'i the article
,states: "In those wars, New Zealand paid more heavily ,~n terms of liyeslost, on a per ca.pita basis,
From the article Itfaldng a. Staild .A8mnst Nuclear' "
thari any of ,the allies except the Soviet 'Union~ •••
Weapons":
' .'
New, Zealan,d 'will continue to play its part in the
,defence .of democratic values as it has always dol1€',
although with more emphasis oil our own part of the
,<'b"How ,Militant We Are
world in future., Let there be no mistake, New
"
, "••• Those ; policies rang~ from encouragement for
Ze~and is, -and will remain, a committed and responinternational effo'rts towards. nuclear disarmament,. sible member of' the Western community. New Zealandthrough the adoption 'at the regional lev~l of a
ers are not, and nev~r will be , the kind 'of peopl~
South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone, to the firm rewho 90 not pull their weight."
<>
============================~========~================
==========================
,
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THE -SPANISH CIVIL WAR AND 'PROBLEMS
IN THE PRESENT-DAY MOVEMENT IN SPAIN

CoOtiwed frooi fnU page

tage of Dimitrov and the 7th Congress of the CI.
Such is the case, for example, with the CP qf
rightist views of the 7th Congress' of the Communist
Brl;lZil, whose tailism towards the liberal bourgeoiInternational of 19~5, and they serve as yet another
sie has led it to support the present bourgeois
example of the bankruptcy of the new liQe.
.
government of Brazil, led by Sarney, and even to
The problems in strategy and tactics ,seen in the,
enshrine loyalty to' bourgeois democracy in its new
way'the Spanish Civil War. was fought, and the wrong
p~rty ,constitution.
.
line adopted by the 7th Congress of the CI, are not
One would think that in Spain, 'where the forces
just issues for historical 'study.
Rather, they
who broke with revisioniSrp. have been faced directly
continue to exert a negative influence on presentwith the legacies of the Spanish Civil War, they
day revolutionary move~ents.
would take up the task of overcoming the wrong views
For one thing, 'a sentimental approach tQ the
that harmed the courageous and costly struggle of
Spanish Civil War IS stiJl being used by the prothe 1930's. Aftet all, the revisionist' and socialSoviet revisionist' forces' to glorify the woong ideas' democratic forces in Spain ardently' defend those
. of the Seventh Congress and its denial of revDlu, ~egacies.
But unfortUnately we find that the leadtionary Leninism. As well,' the influence of the
ership of the anti-revisionist Communist Party of
Spanish Civil War traditions has worked to prevent
Spain_ (Marxist-Leninist) is attempting to duplicate
various forces that came up in the fight against \ those wrong p~lfcies •. '
revisionism from adoptjng thoroughly Marxist-!,.eninJnthe accompanying article, we diScuss the- line
ist views.' This has gone to the extent that, today,
of the CP of Sp~in (ML) in the spirit of inter,among the parties which stood up in the pastagalnst
nationalist', concern" for the struggle of the Spanish
Soviet and Chinese reviSionism, one finds parties
comrades and to draw lessons from its experience for
taking disgraceful, right-opportunist positions;
the world movement.
<>
positions which ,they' often defend invoking theheri,
==~=~======================~========================== ====.======================

ON THE LINE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF SPAIN (MARXIST-LENINIST)
pendent communist work. It has instead begun to
,dream about the glories of work hand-in-hand with
has been Dne of the champions of the demand that all
various of the reformist and revisionist circles.
other parties stay silent and keep their 9PPosition , It has even' begun praising "left" social-democratic
to the .rightist and petty,;...bourgeois nationalist
'personalities.
, Views fllnternal". It has sought, to punish our party .
The CPS(ML) has also not, carried through with its
fOr our public discussion of the controversial ispl~dge to unearth the origin' of revisionism.
Insues in the world movement, to ,obstruct our contact
stead it has taken .up the an~i-Leninist ideas of the
with other parties, and to' exclude us from interSeventh Congress of the CI, and it has implemented
national forums including the journal Theory and
these ideas in' its practical work.
True, unlike some parties in other countries, the
Practice.
The plan of, an "internalfl or, spent '. struggle
CP of Spain (ML) is fairly silent about bimitrov, and
against opportunism h'as proved to be ,extremely harmthe 7th Congress 9f the CI. Instead, during the
ful. (See ouf article "Silent Stagnation or Rfinklast year, the pages of Vanguardia Obrera, the central organ of the Central Committee of the CPS(ML),
and-File Discussion" in the Oct. 1, 1986 issue of
has be,en filled with materiaJ glorifying the, tradi: Fhe Workers' Advocate.) Following this plan, the
leadership of the CPS(ML) only made hints against
tions of the Spanish Civil War period, traditions
the rightist stands, and it has ended up taking up
that are based on the ideas' of the Seventh Congress,
many of the rightist ,positions' itself. There' is a
of the· CI. Vanguardla Obrera sets forward as his',striking reSemblance between various of the views of
torical ,models the People's Front government' of
the leadership of ~the CPS(ML) and the petty-bour1936, the role of the old CP during the Civil War,
and even the bourgeois republic of 1931. While
geoisdernocratic and nationalist concepts of those
Vanguardia Obrera Is willing to concede that there
parties' which are flaunting rightist stands.
:. Indeeci. .particularly during the, last two years or
were mistakes and -vacillations in the work .of the· CP
so, the work qf i the CPS(ML) has' turned dramatically
'during the Civil War, it fully defends the general
to the right. It/has abandoned much of its indeorientation of the CP (and the 'CI) durlng the Civil
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added to the· x:eferendum sO~e 'detnagogic promiSes, but
'War as revolutionary.
large numbers of Spanish workers and youth were
The turn· to the right' by . the le~dership of the
outraged
and voted N) anyway. (As well, part of.. the
CPS{ML) is partially the result of its failure to
right-wing
nationalists also stood agai[J,st Spairi's
deal. with various long-standing weaknesses in th~
line. of the CPS{ML}. It has had a long-standing 'entry into NA1O, out of fear that domestic Spanish '
reaction would be diluted by entty into closer ass<:>- .
tendency to present the struggle in ·Spain in pettyelation
with Western Europe..): TheOOcial-democratic
bourgeois democratic aijd na'ttonalist colors. ThiS
Spanish government, was. able to' sque8k through and,
lies 'behind its fundamental slogan of. a . "repubUcan"
"
stage of the revolution. in Spain. . And it lies. 'win the referendum.
The
CPS(ML'
oppos~d,
as
all
progressive
people
behind its orienting of the anti-NATO and .antimust do, the entry of; Sp'aiJ;l int9 NATO. But f,ts
Western· imperialist· struggle for the goal of ~panish
agitation failed. to bring ~ out the Leninist stand on
"national independence" instead of against the local
the
struggle against war preparations~
It basically
Spanish bourgeoisie.
.
failed 'to use the campaign. against NATO to mobilize
In this article, we explore some, of the basic,
the. proletariat against the Spanish bourgeoisie. ,It
views of the· CP of Spain (ML). We do this in the
failed to stress that only the -revolutionary organspirit of communist collaboration and proletarian
ization of i,the masses was an iron' bulwark against
internationalism, and we, hope this. aSsists the progwar preparations since, whether Spain was in NA10 or
ress of the Spanish Marxist-Leninists.
not, it would rem~n ti~d to the impedalist blocs
as long as it was capitalist. Instead it used the
, A LiquidaflnnfSt n.n Towards
ReooodIiatkD with Reformism
In ,the last' two years or so, the qay-to-day
: ():t 'the Line. of the Communist Party of Spam (ML)" ..
tactics of the CPS{MI,;) have dramatically deterio.
rated. Today \ the leadershIp of ~e CPS(ML) has
A Liquidationist Tum Towards Reconciliation
' ''
trouble maintaining a stand independent of the rewith Reformism .•. e·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'I!Ii • ... 13
formist: parties and circles. Instead of concentra- .
,ting on building lip revolutionary. organization and, The Referendum on Spain~s Admission. to NAT0••••••• 13
Giving '8 Liberal Bourgeois· Line on
'
"
struggle among· the working class and people, it
the Struggle Against Apartheid ••••••••••• ~ ••• 14
hopes .that' alliances with the leaders of the.. reform-,
How Shoulq 0Qe Carry Out Homage to the Victims '
ist trends - will solve the difficulties of work in
of Franco? .•.•••...••.•..••••••...•........• 15
the present period.
It is looking .towards such
Eulogies
for Social-pemocratic Chieftains ••••••••• 15
reformist forces as the Euroz:evisioIiists, the- proSoviet· revisionists,
and the "left" section o()f, Eulogiz!.ng the Social-Democratic Mayor of Madrid. .15 ,
social-democracy. . In brief, it ,has taken a turn , Praising Olaf Palme, Late Leadei'
of the Swedist Bourgeoisie ••••••••••••••••••• 16
towardsliquidationism.
.'An- examination of Vangua~a ,Obrera in tlte last •The Fiasco in the Elections .................... '••• 16
.
What Happened to the CPS{ML) Slogan
year shows little work in developing the independent
,
"No
UQitywith
the
OppOrtunist
Chieftains"?
••
11
revolutionary stand of Marxism-Leninism. Instead
there is one campaign after anot!Ier in which the·· From a Tenaency Towards Abstentionism·to' ' . ',.
, a Tendency Tow~ .Rtglitist Llquidationism••• 1.7
agitation of the C.P~{ML) -ll!erges ,with that. of the·
Long-Term
Problems with the LlTle of the CPS{ML) ••• 18
reformist circles. In the· camp~gns wh~ it works
The Republican ,Strategy:
"
..':" t
sicIe-,by-side with th@ reformists, the CPS{ML) dOOS
,Replacing tpe Struggle
.
.,'
. not appear to have an independent stan9.
~
for··
the
Socialist.
Revolution
.
.
The CPS{ML)'s preSs does not deal with how to
with,the
of a Democratic Revolutioh.~ •• 18
break the rank-end-fUe workers and 'acti~ts away
Socialist Revolution is the Path Forward'
from the inOuence of' the revisionists and "left"
.;. for Spain •• ·.~.•••• ••••••.•••• ••••••••••••••••.• ~18
social-democrats.
Instead it glories in the· Msts
The CPS{i\1L) Has ~een Unable to Deal with .
of names of opportunist· leaders" who signed various
the Change from the Tyranny ,
,
.
li~ral and opportunist declarations •. The CPS(ML)
to a Constitutional Mo,narchy ••••••••••••••••• i 9
signs these declarations with,out criticism and sim;..,
The Substitution of Republicanism, for
.
ply promotes them in its press.
..
•••••••••••
~
.••
;.
••••
20
Independent
Communist
Work
Let us examine· several of these r;ecent campaigns.'
National Independence· for Spain? ................ ~ • 20
. The Slogan of "Neutrality" Blunts
1be Refetadm OIl Spain's AtImhsIm to:NAro
the Anti-War Struggle •••••••••••••••••••• ,; ••• 21
.
The Peace Slogan Versus Leninism •••••••••••••••••• 21
A prominent example of CPS(ML)'s. recent work was
the camj>atgn against Spain's entry into NA'lO.,
.' ,Back to 't!?-e Reyolutionary Teachings
of Marxism-Leninism! ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• '••• 22
'NA1O has been an ongoing i88$ in SpaI,n.
But
earlier this year it came to the, fore .with the
referendum organized by the social-democratio gov- .
emment to ease Spain into NA1O. ,''The goverrim,ent.
"

A

Dream

.

"

~

I
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agitation against NATO in order to seek unity with
Giving .a Liber'al Bourgeois Line on
.the 'Struggle AgaiQst Apartheid
the various reformist forces that claim to be against Spain being in NATO, but which are in thrall
to the Spanish bourgeoisie.
The same thing occurred in the struggle against
The CPS(ML) leadership noted that a broad spec-'apartheid.
The. ,CPS(ML) leadership tailored its
trum of left forces- had united' for voting NO. in the agitation to the level of support for the UN De.' referendum. The CPS (ML) did not set before itself
claration of Human Rights· and other reformist shilr
.the task bf clarifying the stand of the various,
boleths.
"
groups to the Spanish proletariat, showing them the
In September 1985" a demonstration was organized
A
difference between reformism and revolution, between
in Madrid against apartheid in South Africa.
petty-bourgeois d~mocratic illusions and a socialist
.coalition of political organizations and trade
stand, etc.
Instead it simply used the occasion to
unions was put together. This included the Eurotry to get closer to the reformist circles, from the
revisionist CI;>S and its trade union center, the
pro-:Soviet groups to' "left" social-democracy.·
. social-democratic youth organization, and the
, I n previous campaigns, the CPS(ML) had kept aloof
social-democratic trade union center •
.-·from the pro-:Soviet' revisionists. 'True, there was
The CPS (ML) also joined this coalition.
It is ,.
PrQfound weakness in the staI').ci the CPS(ML) raised
possible that this was a correct thing to do.
It is
againSt the pro-Soviet revisionists.
With reg&rd, to
hard to .tell from a distance how to handle a partithe anti-war struggle, it did .not deal with their
cular coalition for a particular demonstration.
But
reformism 'and pacifism. It instead basically held
whether the CPS(ML) joiried the coalition or not, it
that, the issue was simply to oppose both supershould have carried out work for a revolutionary
, powers, and so one could work only with ~orces whQ 'rather than liberal stand on the issue of apartheid.
raised slogans (or at least .criticism) against both
Sp what was the content of the CPS(ML)'s agitation
superpowers. This was an artificial distinction in
on this occasion? .
.
that .it is necessary to win rank-and-file workers
Vanguardia OIJrera simply reprinted the call of
away from both' the pro-Soviet opportunists and the
the coalition on its front page. The CPS(ML) didn't
pnrWestern opportunists (many of whom are willing
have its own independent call for participation in
to critIci;ze' both. superpowers' Ifr-wOI'ds-h'·~nd-- the -- the,· dein-eostratloo; -and it· certainly didn't critiCize· ..
tactics, to be used for both tasks are basically
the reformist document.
It simply promoted the
similar.' But, in any case, the CPS(ML) at least
miserable, liberal bourgeois call of the reformist
regarded itself as in an irreconcilable struggle
coalition. (See Vanguardia Obrera, No., 516, Sept.
against the pro-Soviet revisionists.
I.
26 - Q:;t. 2, 1985)
\ '
But this time the CPS(ML) wanted to draw in the
After all, what did this reformist call sa,y? It
pro-Soviet revisionists as well.
It is true Ithat
was no fiery document. Instead it was dripping with
the the CPS(ML) worked closer' with the Eurorevisionthe typical liberal rhetoric pf the Western European
bourgeoisie on the apartheid issue. And it was full
ists and "left" sooial-democrats who were willing to
crlticize both superpowers. The important thing,_
of the UN spirit. Why, the most important thing is·
nQwever, is that Vanguai"dia Obrera created. the imto uphold the UN Declaration of Human Rights., There
pression that there .were . all these progressive
was not a word in support of the revolutionary
groups united for the glorious commdn struggle,·overthrow of white minority rule. Instead it was
rather than using the' campaign to step up its work 'basically.· an appeal to the "democratic" imperialist
against the opportunists.
government$ to act. - .
.,
,And indeed, the agitation of the CPS(ML) on "naThe coalition document 'declared' "we demand of all
~ional independence", "neutrality", and "peace bedemOfratic governments, and, in particular, the Spantween the peoples" was within the framework of the
ish, the adoption of measures to isolate the bloody
agitation of .the revisionists and "left'! sociaJSouth African regime and support the democratic
democrats. Later in this article we will go more
organizations which fight for liberty." There was
Into the mistaken nature of these stands. . For now,
no' call to build. up a mass solidarity movement in
we simply note that there is little distinction
Spain. There was no call for revolution in South'
.between the reformist slogan of "peace" and
Africa. The~ was no exposure of the sham nat~ of
CPS(ML}'s slogan Of "peace between the peoples", or
the "sanctions" of the Western imperialist governbetween the reformist slogan of "neutrality" and
ments. So the appeal was essentially an attempt to
CPS(ML)'s slogan of "active neutrality".- Th~
mobilize the working people behind the program of
CPS(ML)'s agitation did not, have a cutting edge
the West European liberal bourgeoisie.
~gainst the reformists, only against the open supOne has to bear in mind that at -present the
porters of NATO.
Nobe of the basic slogans -Western bourgeoisie is making a pig fuss about its
. whether from the reformists or the CPS(ML) - showed
alleged humanitarian opposition to apartheid, while
that. a st'ruggle for peace that is not part of the
in fact. this same bourgeoisie is only concerned to
struggle against the 'Spanish bourgeoisie is a fraud.
prevent revolution 'in South' Africa. In the U.S.,
I

,, .
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for example, the bourgeoisie, whether liberaf or
conservative, makes~jJ.O secret of its goa1~ , Whether
Democratic or Republican,', for or against additional
sanctions, the politicians argue on what's the best
way, to. avoid revolution and avoid "the radicalization of the black masses" (as a prominent liberaL
Democrat put it).' So ,today the bourgeoisie props up
white minority rule in South Africa in the 'name of
allegedly opposing it. One can see that the call of
the Spanish reformist coalition was designed to, fit
'; right in. with this bourgeois deception of thepeopIe.
. .
Well, the next issue of Vanguardla Obrera covered
the anti-apartheid demonstration. It did 'not cor::
rect any 9f, the errors 'of the previous issue. It
was an example of how not to. do united front work.
with the reformists and revisionists. .
F~ore, Vaogoardia <beta promoted and glC>"rifiedthe African National Co~ .of South Afri-'
ca.' It didn't say a word about the reformist nature
of the 'ANC leadership. ,We do not haye the, ,space
here to analyze the essentially reformist strategy'and tactics of theANC (but see "Does the ANC Stand
for Revolution"' in the ·Sept. 1,; 1985 issue .~f the
Workers' Advocate). Here it suffices to point out
that if a Marxist-Leninist party cannot see, the
,reformism of the ANC leadership, then It Certainly
vhasa Ii great deal of difficulty drawing, a line with
revisionism.
The ANC's reformism' is completely in
line with pro-Soviet revisionism (whiCh ~ ANC is
,'..
..
aligned with).
, , (Of course one shOuld not simply curse the ANC as
pro-Soviet and -disregard, the fact that" the ANC is
being brutally persecuted in South Africa and that
large numbers of South African, workers and youth ,
believe that $e ANCis revolutionary. . But ,at the
same' time it is necessary to take a revolutipnary
stand as ,opposed to the ANC's reformist stand; failure to do so is treachery to the South African
ma~es.
If one insteadslmply identifies oneself
with the-,ANC, ,then what type of struggle is one
:waging in the 'real world against pro-Soviet revisionism?) ,
,How shooid ())e CanyWt li>mage, '
to .the

VictImS. of Fraooo?

We don!t know all the CPS(ML)'s activities,. but we
do know how .its central' press ,handleEl the issue.
Issue after issue of Vanguardia' Obrera took page
after page to simply list people who had. endorsed a
petitiop ,calling for homage to the' victims of
Francoism. Vanguardia. Obrera took particular ; pleasure in listing the various bigshots who endor§ed
the petition. This included social-democratic'-~nd
revisionist leaders and petty-bourgeois personalities·.
'
Now, is it ,really· necessary . in Spain to conviDce
people that honoring the IIlemory of the martyrs iSa
good thing? Clearly the long lists of names . had
another purpose. They were intended to show tt,at.
~e' Marxist-Leninists and the reformists were "fel;llly
uni~ed on this issue.
The left could. really. 'be
united on various issues - from liberal' agitation
'f>ri apartheid and liberal agitation against NATO· to
criticizing Franco (now that he w.as dead).. "Who
< cared what stand these worthies took when Franco
'alive? .' Who cared fOf the' distinction between .revolutionary struggle. against Franco asFRL\P' and
CPS(ML) had carried out and, passive resignation' or
even collaboration? . Why, now everyone' could .uriite'
to shed a sentimental tear and forget the divisions
of the past!
.
"
Thus Vaoguardla Qbrera used the' issue to promote
unity. with the reformists. It tried .to wipe' 'out .the
memory of the division' between revolutionary struggle and reformism. Instead it promoted all those
. good figures from the reformist and liberal ranks
:who were paying hcim~e to the past.'

was .

,Eulogies for

Socla1~tic

<lJieftafns' ,.

; And' Vangu~dia Obrera has not' waited for: special
in order to promote unity with the reform'ists. It h~ taken to .promoting the wonderful his- I
tory and extraordinary merit of ·this or that socIal-.
.
. democratic leader.
Of course Vaoguardia Obrera, does not fail
say
tha~ it has some ideological differences' with these
{igilres. But it doesn't spend any time explaiQing
Instead it creates the
what these c,ti.fferen~ are.
impression that the' social-democratic leader's' are
good ~n thepresent'-day burning issues, whatever' the
c~mpaigns

to

m.inor role that the diffe.rEmce between Marxism-'

Leninism ,and social-de1'Il:ocracy' may have in general~
Another example ocx:urred. earlier' tbis year wheri
the ,CPS{ML) launched a campaign of homage to the
, ,J';u1QgIzIOg the SocIal-Democratlc Mayor of MadrId
victims of .Francoism.
.'
.'
.This' is an important issue. It· Can and shOuld be
For example, Vanguardia Obrera ran a front-page
used to inspire revolutionary feeling in the. ,Spanish
workers. The crimes of the Spanish I}ourgeoisie must. , -eulogy to Enriq1)e TiernQ Galvan, the Mayor of, Ma-l
drid, w~en he died.,' It praised extravagantly this
not be forgotten~' The example of the heroic actiluminary of the "left" wing of the ruling socialvists who fell under the . fascist boot can ~d should
democratic party.
be 'used to inspire people to revolutipnary deeds
But who was Senor Galvan? Was he a rank-and':'file
today. The history of the sharp diviSIon be~ween
social-democrat who had been exiled, to' some lliinor
revolutfonary . and reformist stands hi the struggle
posldon in the boondocks for' revolutionary deeds
against, FrancO shOuld be used to show the absolute
necessity to continue the struggle against reform- , . .that had disturbed the social-democratic leadership?'
ism.
. .
"
Not at all. ""He w'as a major figure' in goodstanding of the, soCial-democratic party. He w·as
But hQW did the CPS{ML) carry out.' this
campaign?
\ .
I

,

,
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mayor' of Madrld,the largest city of Spain 'and its' ", And' indeed, in the later years of his life, Olaf
, capital. He was a trusted leader of sociabiemocra~
Palme was restored to the good graces of the U.S.
ey, which is presently ruling Spain as representagovernment.·
"
tive of the bourgeoisie.,
' Praising Pal me means reconciling oneself to, the
By praising Senor Galvan, Vanguardia Obrera was
liberal bourgeoisie (or at least displaying bank.,..
telling. the . activists and sympatM~ers .of the
ritptcy in' the face of the liberal bourgeOisie).
And
'CPS(ML) the' attitude to / be taken to the "left"
itineans reconciling 'oneself to so~ial-democracy.·
'phrasemongering wing 'of social-<iemocracy.
InsteadPalme was ,aprotninent world. leader of social-<iemoc, of trying to break the m~ away from the social- ' racy. True, he was not a leader of the avowedly
oomocratic leaders, it waspromot1Ilg merger with the'
militarist section of social-democracy, but. of a
reformist and social-democratic circles.
It was
more phrasemongering section. So Vanguardia Obee", ~ llarrowing the areas of disagreement with the tuling
,ra'·s praise for Palme is an international analogy to
social~emocrats SO· fat that it can now fiIid much in
its policy of promoting unity with "left" socialdommon With even: major leaders of thesocial..;qemo.,..,
democracy in Spain.
But the task of the Marxlst. eratic party. / ' L e n i n i s t s is not to praise popular social~emocrat1c
leaders. such as Palme, but to show the working class
" Pr8ising (Xaf p~ Late Leac:Jer of
. .the dead, end nature of the path they advocate.
,the Swedish Bourgeoisie ,
The' F1asco in the Flectloos
Earlier this y~Olaf Palme, the' social.,..Qemocra- /
tic Prime Minister of Sweden, was assassinated.
The joint. campaigns with the reformists and the'
Vanguardia Obrera couldn't, restraiJ:i 'its sweet' words 'praise for social-democratic figures prepared the
of eulogy. It' praised Pal me as being a man who
way for grander things.' The CPS(ML) leadership
,defended his, country's neutraIlty, . as an anti-faslooked with enthusiasm towards the parliamentary
cist, as a man who stoOd up to the 'U.S. and to the
electlons which were held a few months ago. It
,'. aggressive 'U.S •. plan for Europe,~tc. ' (Van~ardia
dreamed in the press of duplicating the 1936 elec-'
'a>rera, No. 537, March 6-12, 1986)·
,tion victory of the p'opular Front.. There was no big
,
But " who was Olaf Palme? He was the elected
'upsurge in Spain to justify hopes of a big break-"
'leader of 'the Swedish bourgeoisie. And Sweden is a
through. ,But all one allegedly had to do to achieve
'highly developed industrialized country~ ,a country
big things was reconcile, with the reformists.
So a'
, where the bourgeoisie wages class war on the working
,campaign was launched for the unity of all forces to
class, a country which exploits 1m migrant labor, a
the left of the the. ruling Social-Democra~c' party,
country which isamajor war producer, a country
indeed, to the left of. the ruling faction in the
which is tied into. Western imperialism by a million
Social-Democratic party (i.e. including "leftl!·
threads. '
..,' '
,
social-democratic politicians).
Praising '" Olaf Palmererninds one of the views of
. Ah, what wonders can be accomplished. by liquidationist daydreaming! One' doesn't need a wave of
the Maoist "three worlders". There waS a time when'
the "three, worlders" talked of oppoSition to the two' struggle in the working class. Orie doesn't need to
: :. superpowers. Th"ey praised 'vari<?us. "seG"ond'" world" consider the actual political state of mind. of the
" ",Eur()pean powers and "third world" tyrants' for alworking masses. All one needs is to dream "of broad
legedly standing up .to the superpowers. Who 6ai-ed.
alliances and add up the numbers in ons's head.
" if ,these regimes. ·were oppressing their own workers
(Let's see: . the pro-Soviet voters plus the Euro-- they were opposed' to the superpowers! Who cared
revisionist voters plus the CPS(ML) voters plus etc.
if they, werEi composed of .·imperIalists or exploiterS
etc. How much does that add up to? The. advqcates
of liquidator arithmetic are mesmerized by the reor counterrevolutionaries - they opposed the, superpowers! '
'
sults.) And then anyth.ihg is .possible.
Of course, . it turned out that these heroes of the
Such minor things as criticism of reform~sm
"second world" and the "third world" weren't opposed
couldn't be allowed to. interfere with these grandiose plans. And during this ,wave of utllty-mongerIng •
to the superpowers at all. Instead they were the
for the elections, t~ CPS(ML) toned down even what
bulwark of the world imperialist system against the
revolutionary and 'Class struggles in, their owncQUO.,..
criticism of reformism it usually carried. It implied that the political forces to the left of the
tries.
.,
. "
,
And the same thing is true of Olaf Pal me. Oh" .right-wing of the. Social-Democratic party had become '
real fighters in the, day-to'-day , struggle of the
yes, during the Viet Nam War, Palme had criticized
U.S. aggr;ession. Yet he never condemned U.S. im-'
working people of Spain.
'
perialism,and simply opposed particular poliCies.
But, as it turned out, the aU-encompassing "united left" front· for the elections did not come
'Ai number of Western imperialist leaders also opposed
the U.S. war in Viet Nam as a losing venture for the
into peing. One problem was the CPS(ML} leadership,
aggressors, not just social-democrats like Palme of
so -crady to drop every other disagreement, insisted
Furtheron endorsement of' the republican slqgan.
Sweden or Michael Foote of Britain but reactionaries
like Gen. Charles de Gaulle of France as well. But
more, the "left" social~emocrats didn't leave their
this didn't mean sPlitting with Western rmperialism.
Pa!1Y; . the exhortations of the CPS(ML) for "honest
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socialists" (the Spanish social-democrats call ~em
selves socialists) to rally to a renewed republican
front found no takers.
And the revisionists
wouldn't endorse the CPS(ML) plan either: . they have
.their own arithmetic and formed their ·own "united
left" ticket.
ThuS the CPS(ML) was left merely to unite with
some small circles and individuals, especially relics of the Republican fqrces from Civil Wa~ days.
Instead of the vast "united left" they had dreamed
of, 1:hey only put together a tiny' "Popular Republican Unity" which did not ~ve much appeal among· the
working masses of S p a i n . .
•
Such was the sorry fate of the attempt of tlie
CPS(ML) to achieve .great thlngs by merging with the
reformist. groupings.

issue. . They both posed the question abstractly and
centered the debate· on whether it is ever .permissible to enter. into agreements with social-democratic
and revisionist parties· :{presumably the argument was
over such things as coalitions for demonstrations) •
Meanwhile they both obscuted the q1;lestion of:the
political content' of the work at the demonstrations
and elsewhere; they sidestepped such questions as
the attitude towards one's own oourgeoisie .(and not
just· the bourgeoisie of the' superpowers), the analy, sis of the nature of "left" s6cial-democracy, etc.
Instead the CP of Germany refuted the view that
. all agreements with reformist leaders were wrong in
principle -, and then went on to argue in a Uquidationist spirit about the great wonders that could'be
accomplished today with these agreements.
And the leadership of the' CPS(ML) argUed that all
such agreements from above were wrong in· principle,
What IJa.weoed to the O'S(ML) Slogan
~
in~ependent of their, content.
Furthermore, the
. "No UnIty, with the Opportuolst
Odeftains"?
,
CPS(ML) leadership argued in a way that tended to
attack the mass movements themselves' rather than
The CPS(ML) , leadership's new-found enthusiasm for
just the erroneous way the CPG leadership was deal":
coalitions with tOO reformist leaders leads one toa
ing with· them. The CPS(Mi.)'s theorizing tended to
natural question:
what happen~ to its old slogan
ab~tentionism from impure mass struggles, and it
of "No Unity with the Opportunist Chieftains?" This
its-elf recognized that its slogan against all agreeslogan was supposed to be the answer to the question
ments from above on principle was a violation of the
, of how to do united front work. 'It was supposed to
"letter" 'Of ,MarXism-Leninism.
.
.
be the hallmark of a revolutionary . stand.·
At that time we vigorously condemned the liquidaBut today the CPS(ML) leadership is sUenton this
tionist trend' of thought manifested by the CPG. . And
slogan. Instead, without explanation, they have
since then the. CPG pas split into. several parts and
taken to' the search for unity with as 'many of the
gone further down the road .of merger with reformism •.
opportunist chieftaJns as '~possible, as long as they.
Arid it has taken'up social-democrattc views of what
are to the left of the right-wing of the socialdemocrats.'
.
socialism is.
The CPS(ML)'s old slogan came up as part of a
polemic between the CPS(ML) and the CommUnist Party .
From a Teodeocy towards Absteodomsm to
a Teodeocy tOwards RIghtIst Uquidatioolsm
of Germany (formerly called the CP of Germany (ML)
as it emerged' in the struggle against pro-Soviet
reviSionism) over work in the anti-wat movement in
At the same time, we pointed out that the
Europe. Because of the ~PS(ML~'s opposition to open. CPS(ML)'s stand, if taken consistently ~d developed
discussion of the controversies in the world commtlIr I to its logical conclusion, . wasliquidationism, alist movement, ·the CPS(ML) did not speak openly to
though from a somewhat different direction. . We
this disagreement. - But the CP of Germany. wrote
stat~d that
.~
openly on ~he question, and the CPS(ML) itself pub- ~
.i "In ·fact, the two opposing theoretical stands
lished a few very short articles that attacked the
in the polemiC [that of the CPS(ML) and tp.e
CPG], if they were implemented in practice
stand of the CP of Gkrmany without saying so.'
and followed consistently, would both lead iiJ.
We have given our view .on this polemic in our
article "Some burning questions in the struggle
the ditection. of a liquidationist policy,
against impenalism: On the West European movement
although from somewhat different directions~"
against U.S/NATO war preparations" which appeared in
We also pointed out that, behind the slogan of
the Workers' Advocate of June 5, 1982. We did not·
"No Unity with the Opportunist Chieftains", it was
state which two p'arties in Western Europe we Vvere
actually: hard' to see what politics the. CPS(ML) was
itself pursuing in the m9vement. While it denounced
discussing, but in fact we discussed in detail the
. agreements with the opportunist· chieftains, it
stands of both the German and ·the Spanish leaderships. And we disagreed with both.',
.
,.
.
"seem(ed) to redefine the concept of 'unity'
The leadership of the CPG was giving a right-wing
at the b~' to ~lude everything undem~th
liquidationist stand that tended to merger with
the. top 'opportunist chieftains, apparently
:reformism. It was particularly excited about the
right up to the provincial level of the QP"left" wIng of GermanS9Cial-democracy. And it took
portunist apparatus. ••• The agteements that
ilp slogans that were within the bounds of socialthis Party [the CPS(ML)] makes with the '10democracy.
calor intermediate' levels of the revisionBut the polemic between theCPS(ML) and the CPG
1st',' trotskyite or social-democratic organwas carried out in .a fashion that obscured this
izations may be perfectly acceptable, but dne
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has no way to judge without knowing what
political criteria govern these agreements.
Thus, it turns out ,that the talk of opposing
agreements 'from above', appears to obscure
the actual polIcy of thIs Party toward the
opportunists, ••• "' (The Workers" Advocate,
June 5, 1982, p. 37)
" '
Thus while the CPS(ML) ',leadership's theorizing
tended ·to abstentionism in theory, the main poUti-,
cal content of the ~ork of the CPS(ML)' was' no~
necessarlly 'leftist. As we pointed out, the CPS(ML)
leadership had a hard, time dealing with the rightist
political conteo,t of the work of the CPG.
Today the CPS(ML) leadership has; in practice,
abandoned the slogan of "No Unity 'With, the ~portun
ist Chieftain's". Moreover they have; in practice,
replaced it with its opPosite: "Find as Many <kc~"
sions for Unity with the Opportunist Chieftains, as'
Fast as OJe Can".' But, intpatcase, how' does the
present stand of the CPS(ML) leadership diff~ from
the 1981-2 stand of the CPG on work in the anti-war
movement? Hasn't, the CPS(ML) leadership collapsed.
into the'right liquidationist way of thinking that
they professed to oppose in 1982? Indeed, the
CPS(ML) today finds a great deal of merit in the
"left" wing of soclal-democracy, in Spain and elsewhere, just as the CPG waS in love with the "left"
Wing of ithe German social-democratic leadership.
And so our view of liquidationist trend in the
qPS(ML)'s side of the pc;>lemic has been, verliied by
experience. The sloflan of' the CPS (ML)., of "No Unity
with the Opportumst Chieftains", which seems so
radical at first sight, proved to be empty. It
ilidn't answer any of the questions of how to actually.work in the inass movements \in a way that undermines opportunism. It was theoretically wrong in
denyirig, on prinCiple, any agreements from above no
matter what the t~mts and conditions of the' agreements., It Q1d the similarity of the CPS(ML)'s stand
to that of certain of the' rightist stands of tb,e CPG
with, respect to, the political content of their agitation. The only, positive aspect of this slogan, 'was
that it reflected, that the CPS(ML} leadership 'still .
waI].ted a struggle against opportunism, of some sort
at least. But the slogan prove<!" a weak. obstacle tQ
the spread of rightist views, and the CPS(ML), lea~
,ership has since abandoned it in practice. '
'
All the CPS(ML} leadership's talk about ''No Unity
with the Opportunist Chieftains" obscured its poli':';
tical weaknesses. But unless a communist 'party ,haS
it$ own independ~nt work among the mases, and UJ1less
this work has a proper Political content, the party
cannot deal properly with mass movements which are
for the, time being under. the domination of, reformism. ' It is left with! the alternatives of abstentionism or of merging with' reformism, both of which
lead by one road' or 'another to liquidationism.

Up to here, we have laId ',stress on the current
turn towards right-wing liquidationism in the line
otthe CPS(ML} leadership. But now we wish to go
.. into ,certain issues' which, while particularly acute
at the present time, have long been problems for the
CPS(ML).
For one thing, the CPS(ML} has long had difficulty with putting forward the social content of the
struggle in ,Spain. it has understood the need' to
fight against tyranny, such as that of Franco, but
it has had trouble understanding the relation 'Of, the
soci~list revolution t;o Spain.
It has been prey to
t.Iie ,illusions of, petty-bourgeois democracy and
pettyC"bourgeois nationalism.

The Republican Strategy:

I

Rep1acJog the Struggle foc tile Scx:fallst Re¥oIutklo
. 'with
. tile. Dream of a Democratic, RevoIudon
Jf there is· one thing' that the CPS(ML) is knOwn
for, it is the repUblican orientation for the struggle of the Spanish working class. The CPS{ML)'s
fundamental slogans are "Tomorrow Spain will be
Republican" and "The 'Future is the Republic".
The republican slpgan is not just one of many
equal slog~ns. The CPS(ML) does not flank this
slogan with others ProclaimIng "Tomorrow Spain will
have 'a socialist revolution", "Tomorrow the working
class will be the ruling class" , etc.
No, the
republican slogan is the. slogan.' At! rallies and
: demonstrations, the CPS(ML) flies the' tricolor flag
,of 'the republic, of the 1930s. And in its proposals
for unity, it seeks to rally the Spanish workers and
the various political forces around the.' fight for
the republic as the central issue. For example, in
the recent election campaign, it tried to build a
"Popular Republican Unity".
•
'
, Over the years~ the CPS(ML) has vacillated over
the precise formulation for hs republ.1can slogan.
Sbmeti'mes it has described it as merely a factlc,
whiJe at other times it declared .Its strategic nature.. Sometimes it has referred to it as "essentially" the dictatorship' of 'the proletar~at. But at
the 'Fourth Congress in 1984 it described it as a
"joint dictatorship" of the proletariat with other
"popular classes and strata", thus presumably describing it as 'Some sort of revolutionary democratic
dtctatorsqIp. But, in fact, whatever the particular'
formulation, it seems that the' CPS(ML) has made the
. figQt for the republic into a stage of the Spanish
revolution. '

Soclanst

Long-Term Problems with tile '
Line of the <PS(ML)

Revolutioo Is the Path,
foc SpaIn

Focw~

i

But the idea of upholding a demoeratic,republi'can stage of revolution in' Spain flies in the face
of reality. It negates decades ana decades of capitalist development in Spain. Present-d~y Spain is
far removed from what it }Vas at the turn of the
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The CPs(ML) Has Been Unable to Deal with the Olauge
century, when it .was an overwhelmingly agrarian and
from the Tyranny to a Coostitutional· Mooardiy
backward COWltry. with few signs of modern. capitalist
development. An industrial boom during and after
the First World War I~Wlched the first big wave of
In presenting· its· republtcan slogan, the CPS(ML)
capitalist growth, with a second, ,even stronger wave
has' had a tendency ·.to hold that the struggle ,against
beginning in the mid-1950's and intensifying in the
Franco-ism simply continues in slightly different
1960's.
form against the present-day monarchy.
It has not
seen the new tasks that follow in, a period of, sttugContemporary Spain is not a. wealthy country, but
it is a developed capitalist country. Its economy
gle against ··a bO\1rgeois-democratic constitutional
is dominated by a fairly large industrial sector,.
order. Insteaq it has of~en presented the present
while the countryside is marked, mainly by mechanized
regime as umonatcho-fascism" or "Francoism without
capitalist farming. The expansion of capitalism in
Franco". But while the "Spanish bourgeoisie had been
the countryside from the :1950's on saw the collapse
the support for fascism, and'may turn to fascism,'
of the old agrarian structure. . As millions of toilagain, it is presently utilizing a different form 'of
ers 'migrated out of the countryside, there was an
exercising its class dictatorship against the workexplosJ.ve expansion of the ranks of the urban proleIng. masses. ' .
.
• "
tariat. . There were also changes at the top of
The CPS(ML) was originally founded in the early
1960s in the midst of the struggle against. Franco
Spanish society, as the bourgeoisie grew and new
groupings ~e' into being.
fascism. It emerged in the struggle against the'
Tqese social changes created the conditions for . corrupt revisio~ of the old Spanish' CP, '. that. had
even toned. down to a minimum its opposition to e .
major poU~cal changes as well: With the· death of
franco in 1975, the monarchy was restored to replace Fran~ dictatorship. The activistS of the CPS(ML)
him, but it was now a bourgeois monarchy. Arid lGng and c;>f FRAP (the Revolutionary, Anti-Fascist, PaCarlos and the bourgeoisie then inaugurated a trio tic :front, a militant organization which' the
parliamentary regime under a' constitutional 'mon-' CPS(ML) led), showed courage arid determinati00 in
archy. Faced with the upsurge. of the maSses, the' the struggle a~ainst Franco.' They .fought ,under
bourgeoisie undoubtedly went further· on the road of conditions of harsh repression, and they O'ave' 'up a'
liberalization than., it originally int~nded.
But mnnber of martyrs in the struggle.
0
despite the .existence o{ ultra-right' forces who
'Even at' that tim~, duiing the anti-fascist strugstill yearn for the days of the tyrant Franco, the gle, the struggle against Francoism was objectively
mainstream of the, Spanish bourgeoisie has settled on ,boWld up with the struggle for socialist. revolution;
a bourgeois-democratic regime Wlder a limited, con- Spain was a .thoroughly bourgeois country by the
'stitutional monarchy.
'
..
.
1960s. The line of the CPS (ML) on this question
Nevertheless
The basic. axis of the c~ass struggle in Spain is does not seem to have been cortect.
, between the proletariat and the b9urgeoisie. It is in the fight against Franco's tyranny, its militant
the urban and ·rural proletariat who form the core of stand in defense of democratic slogans gave the
the \ exploit.ed majority, while it is the capitalist CPS{ML) a definite standing among the masses and'
bourgeoisie which holds the reins of power. The distinguished it from various reformist forces
gqal of $e class struggle can be nothing. other than especially in the situation where' the CPS(ML) w~
'the Socialist revolution.
..
"one of the few political forces to actively' fight
It is. certairily true that because of the way the Franco and then not to reconcile with the monarchy
tyranny was changed -- not through revolution but or with the plan of gradual democratizatiori from.
.
with gradual changes from above - many reactionary above.'
As the Franco dictatorship was replaced with a
institutions from the old regime were carrieq over.
aowever this does not mean that the ,tyranny still . constitutional regime, and as the openpoUtical
exists, but that a' number of reactionary Institu- activity of th;e Spanish masses revived, the repubUtio~ from the past have been incorporated into the can formula was a real hindrance to understandinO'
present regime., ,Bourgeois democracy: is always more the new' tasks of the class struggle.. It is
or less restricted, false, and hypocritical, freedom courSe forbidden for communists to accommodate themfor the wealthy and a dictatorship of the rich over selves to monarchy, even if limited and coristitu- .
the ,exploited.
..'
tional. ~d tQ.e communists ~ust continually expose
The fight against the remnan.ts of- the old regime the reactlOnary institutions of the bourgeoisie·
is 'not the focus of the class struggle in present- hid~n behind the smiling fare of oourgeois UberaldaY,Spain; rather it has become part of the class ization. But the democratic tasks were a part of
struggle against "the bourgeois~democratic constitu- the overall socialist. struggle, not the. determining
tional order ~ It is working Iclassrule. and social-. feature of' the class struggle.
The CP'S(ML) leadership denied the' 'bourgeois...
ism, not the mythical utopia of a refined. bourgeoisdemocratic order, that. must be upheld as the per- democratic nature of the regime on the grounds that
SJ)8Ctive for the proletar,ian movement by the· Marx- . it wasn't a perfect, truly democratic constitUtional.
ist-Leninists.
order.
But the real world bourgeois cOnstitutional-
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ism never fits ,the ideal standards glorified by
. The struggle against Spain's ties to Western impepetty":bourgeois democratic illusions. . '
rialism is a sham unless it is directly linked to
It is precisely in this situation that the
. the struggle against the Spanish bourgeoisie. Mol'
CPS{ML) has brought its republican 'banner 'into the
are NAID and the American bases the only ties of
forefront, more vociferously than ,'ever before. For' a
Spain to world imperialism. As long as the SpaniSh
number of years earlier, the slogan for the reptli>lic' bourgeoisie rules, ,Spain will be tied by a thousand
had receded' somewhat. into the background. But'the
threads to world imperialism. This doesn't mean
CPS(ML)'s 4th Congress in 1984 demanded that' the
that the mass movein~nt .agai~ NA10 and the U.S.
struggle for the republic be placed "at the center. bases is a mistake; on the contrary, in Spain and
of . our present tactics and policy.". .
. ;
elsewp,ere ,this is an important movement whiCh can
this is an absurdity. No matter now many tri-'
and Should make a valuable contribution to the overcolor banners the CPS(ML) puts up, no, matter how ", all struggle, a movement whiCh our Party .has always
much it talks about "monarcho-fascism", it cannot
welcomed with the utmost enthusiasm. But it does
recreate the political 'situation during the old days
affect the orientation that communists should put
of struggle against fascist. tyranny• Only a new
forward in this struggle.
tyranny could create the basis for that.
In practice, to a considerable extent" the
CPS(ML) replaces suCh fundamental lesspns of LeninThe ·Substltutlonof RepJblk8nIsm
ism! on the anti-war .struggle as that "the main enemy
fer Indepelldel1t Communfst Work
is at home" with the propagation of petty-bourgeois'
nationalist , agitation.
.The taking of republicanism as, the central policy
Of course, the problem is not' every use of the
of the CPS(ML)·. doesn't Simply affect future pel'S}ll;C'terms suCh as "national .independence". The commUntives. It affects its current policy, particularly
ists·~ and' Should point. out how thebourgeoisiefs'
as the 'CPS(ML) often p~ts forward, republica$m as
ties to imperialism restrict its action!;. The probits distinguishing political characteristic.
lem is when· the . conclusion is drawn that the 'StrugThus republicanism ,becomes one of the chief
gle is not directed at the domination of the local
themes' of the CPS(ML)'s independent work, so to
bourgeoiSie, but instead is 'some sort of ~truggle
speak~ 'But the CPS(ML) regards republi~m asa
for independence. The problem is when suCh terms
platform which can unite 'the working 'class with
ate made into the guiding slogan o( struggle.
.
unsp,ecified other "popular classes and strata"., In
. For example, in the mbnths prior to the October
fact,' republicanism becomes an ideological foundaSocialist, Revolution Of 1917 in RUS$la,Len1n pointtion for the policy of putting forward petty. . bour-.
ed out how the bourgeois provisional·government was
geois democraUc and nationalist tasks rather than
"bound by Anglo-French capital." ("Letters from
proletarian revolutionary ones.
" , . Afar," Collected Weds, Vol. 23, p. 335) But he did
It 'also helps' pusb the CPS(ML) onto the sidenOt. conclude that the RussIan working class Should
lines. When the CPS (ML) distinguishes itself' at
.fight a 'revolution for national aims., Instead he
demonstrations and elsewhere as the only party with
used this fact to demonstrate that no bourgeois
the triCQlor, when it tends to repl~ the red flag
goveinm~nt could secure a democratic peace and that
at dembnstrations with the tricolor, this/ helps
t,he working class must rise up in socialist revolution~'
'
.
blind the' party to .the actu~l mainsprings of the
present class struggle in Spain.
If Spain were waging a national liberation struggle, then, of course, the situati.on would be differNat:iooal Iodepeqdenoe for' Spain?'
But to say or imply that
.ent as regards slogans.
Spain 15 some sort of a colony is absurd.
Besides the republic, another fundamental slogan
Spain has had political' independence for centurof the CP of' Spain (ML) is "National Jhdependence
ies, and it even used to rule over a vast colonial
for Spain!"
empire of .its own. (More recently, it ruled over
The CPS(ML) raises this slogan in the struggle
part of North Africa, fighting a vicious war in
against the SpaniSh government's military pact with
Morocco in the 1920's. And SpaniSh chauvinism toU,S, jmperjalism, against the exiStence, of a large
wards Morocco was one of the reasons for the defeat
. number of U.S. bases in Spain, and against the
of the Republic and the anti-fascist forces in the
country's entry into NAID. Historically the CPS(ML)
Spanish Civil War.)
.
also connected thIs to agitation against U.S. supOf course, when we speak of the political indeport for the Franco dictatorship.,
.
pendence of capitalist countries, we mean it as it
The Spanish workers do indeed face a serious
exists in the real world -- and not as it is glorifight against U.S. imperialism. And when the Spanfied 'by petty-bourg6'oi(; nationalist illusions.' In
ish workers rise in revolt, the presence of U.S.the imperialist system of blocs and alliances,
military forces in Spain would aid U.S. intervention· smaller capitalist powers are often subordinated. to
on the- side of counterrevolution.
other bigger powers, as Spain presently is to the
But the CPS(ML)'s' slogan of national independence
U.S. and earli~r was to other countries.
But this ,
.. is fundamentally flawed.
It is the rule of the
'does not necessarily mean that a smaller power like
SpaniSh bourgeoisie whiCh ties Spain' to imperialism,.·
Spain becomes a puppet state. It does not wipe out
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. FUrthermore, in: .the· biggest capitalist countries'"
the fact that within the imperialist alliances, the
of. Western Europe, it is highly. unlikely that' such
weiiker power m.aintains its own ruling class,its own'
"neutrality" will be permitted, 'by either the bourinterests and ambitions, and its predatory aims.
geoisie. of those. countries' or the superpowers.. In .'
What it means is tnat the capitalists of Spain and
the tr.S. have an alliance - against both the toil- . these cotintI:ies the slogan of "neutrallty" often is
simply pleasant-soupcU.ng cover for the imperialism
ers of Spain and those of the rest of the world.
'.
.'
The SpanIsh working class must indeed wage a , of, the local bourgeoisie.
. However, .some smaller or peripheral cOuntries' may
fight' against, NATO. and U.S. imperialism, but this is
not a fight for some ethereal, other-worldly conceJr. '. achieve· neutrality in some wars or' stay out of
formal military blocs. This does not mean that
tion of independence. Rather it lies In, the social
such countries' aren't tied to world Imperialism in'
revolution' which overthrows' ~he. bourgeoisie and.
many ways. It doesn't' mean' that these countries
,takes Spain. out of the imperialist system .al.;.."
take'
a progressive sta~d; and oftensuqh' bourgeois.
, together.
'.
regimes enrich. themselves by collaborating with both . '
Sides. . And' their neutral!ty can be thrown. ·aSide· as
The Slogan of "Nwtralltt'
'soon
as thel;>ourgeoisie finds it In, its <?lass inter~" : "
Blunts ,the Anti-War Struggle
.~$ts· to join the war.
. . . . "."
"."."
In practical. terms, the .CPS(ML)'s agitation in
. Spain itself was neutral in World War I '(under'
the anti-war struggle for "national' independence"
the reactionary monarchy). and again during Franco's·
fasclstregimem World War IT. 'Pur:Ing' World War
mainly reduces itself to a fight for Spanish neu"';l
trality. The CPS(ML) openly embraces the slogan of l
IT, '. undercover of its neutrality the franco. tyranny
neutrality, although it sometiIIles thro:ws in a' f~w 'gavestipport 'to the fascist .AJsis' w~Ue. also allowing
extra ,adjectives to make' the slogan appear more .: certain:' privileges' for the U.S. and Britain.' .Clear- ..
militant.(such as "active, combative, and sincere 'ly ~panish neutral!ty did hot put Spain on the 'side .
neutrality")..
...:
. . . . ..... : of the people's forces in' World wfi. II.' (And even.'
.. Naturally all .•pro'gressive people should be op-' toda,j. it isn't JUStai s~ction Qfthereformistsbut ;
posed to both suPerPow~ war .blocs. But the sloganalsapartof 'the Spanish. rlght':'wmgnatiomllists who.,
of neutrality is not the same thing.
adVocate, staying' out of NATO.) And in both,world
.. '. These days the neutrality slogan is widely fash- . wars, "neutrality" ,allowed. the Spanish bourgeoisie'
.
ionable in Western Europe. It is put forw~d by a
'to. profit - from .' deals with .both sides.
"
.
"The goal of
Marxist-Leninist party in the anti-'
'number of refoimist and soclal-democi'atic, forces ,in·
Europe, from Spain and' Portugal to Germany and· Briwar struggle cannot be simply to cross its fingers·
tain. It is sometimes presented to the masses .as a
and hope that its collqtryi can once again .avoid 'the
.\
. slogan of struggle against the war blocs. But ,it
world slaughter going on around it. Instead it m~
means that the West European bourgeoiSie aIJd tmpeexpose the truth ,about the connection between capirialists can be cured of their militarism without a
ta~ and war and Use the anti-war strUggle as part
socialist revolution. All that is supposedly necesof the I preparation for socialist revolution. ' If
sary is for the country'to be neutral, i.e. ·for the
must study closely the slogans by which the European
• preSent bourgeois regimes to stru:td up to the bu11y- . bourgeoisie justifies itself and expose their true
· . ingof the superpowers and fight in their· own nameaIiing. But to' embrace the neutrality slogan is to
tional lnterests.
.
,
. give up these tasks. It is to' put the propagation' /'
. IIi practice, "neutrality" is an elastic slogan in'
of petty-bourgeois nationalist utopias in place of. '
Western Europe. For some, it is the idea that, by, agitation lor struggle again~t the bourgeoisie" and
leaving the formal military blocs, a coun~ry can
revolution.
.
,
.
.' ..,
stay out of' the imperialist superpower quarrels; and
1be ~ -Slogan Venus I.eninisDI
escape the world war. Others use it to simply mean
that the European imperialists should get abetter
Another main slogan of the CPS(ML) in the antideal within NATO.
And still others use' it to pre~
war movement. is "peace among the peoples".. 'This is
tify various steps by 'the European' imperialists." to
'a pacifist. slogan. 'It promises the masseS an escape
maneuver between the imperialist superpowers. '
from imperialist war without a ,struggle against the
,By using· the slogan "neutrality", the GPS(ML)
tends to me~ge the content of its agitation with ,bourgeoisie, .whether domestic or foreign.,. It sug. \that of the reformists. Nor. does it help to talk of· gests, that all that is necessary is a direct fight
· "active neutrality". . Only by stressing' the need for. for peace. .' And this is deception.
The. CPS(ML) leadership itself knoW's that the
. revolUtionary struggle' agaiJ1st one's own' bourgeoisie
could the CPS(ML) oppOse the reformists. ' .. But the' peace' slogan is not correct. Therefore ~t distindemand for. an "active, c;x>mbative, and· sincere l1eu- i . guishes the revisionist and reformist slogan of
"peace" ',from its. own slogan of "peace among the
trality" end defense of "nationalindepende~ce" are
peopl~s". . But this distinction is farcical.
The
in line with the ordinary use of the neutrality
.error 'of the peace ,slogan is that it is silent about
slogan.' The problem, with the European bolirgeoiSie
revoiutionary m~' struggle,. and without revolutionand the present regImes isn't a lack of activity or
ary . struggle against' the, bourgeoiSie the call for
insufficient nationalism.
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peflce is simply an' impOtent sigh. . Does the slogan
of "peace' among the 'peoples" correct this' problem?
The error of the peace slogan Is that it ,is "silent

\

izing the masses" desire for~. 'But hoW:
is it to" be utilized? ,To recognize thep"eace
slogan ,and" repeat it wOulq mean encOuraging
rpompous airs, of impotent (and frequently
what 'is worse: hypocritical) phrase-mongets'; it, would mean deceiving the, people
,with the illusion that the: existing govern.,. ,
ments, the present-day master classe~, are
,capable-:-without being Jt~ught' a lesson (or
. tather without beihg eliminated) by a series pf revohitions.;..;.Of granting a peacefn any
way Satisfactory to democracy ~d the working
Class." (Collected Works, vol. 21, p. 292,
e\l1phl;lSis and parenthetical, comments as in the
original) '- ,
'
' ,
Lenin $tressed' the extreme harmfqlness of ,tile
peace slogan to the, .workers' class consciousness.
_'
"
He' iriunediately added:
"Nothing 1s more harmful than such deception.
Nothing throws 'n;lOre dust 'in ,the eyes of the
workers, nothing imbues them with a more
deceptive idea about the ~nce, of deep
contra<if,ctions between capitalism and socialis'in, nothing ernbelUshe$ capitalist slavery
~ore than this deceptiQndoes. No, we, must
"
make use of the desire I for. peace so as to
'explain to, the :ro.asses that the benefits they
expect' from peace cannot be, obtained without,
,a series, of revolutions. n
To$y the peace slogan', is as harmful as in,' Len"in's qays., Anyone studying how the liberal bourgeoisie and the reformists divert the people from
snuggle would see how the Peace s~ogan' is tqjay a
stand~rd ,part of .imperialist artillery.

about'the need to fight one's own 'bourgeoisie" ' Is
the ' slogan' "peace among' the peoples" any 'better fu
~t regard? The error 'of the 'peace slogan is tbat
it ,'Suggests that there can be peaceful and '. frl¢uQIy
relations a~ong 'the world's people while the' PreSent
capitalist ,regimes of hunger and m~litarism, ,~tm
exist. Is the slogan "peace among the peoples" 'Spy
better on that account? ' Or is one, to believe ,that
tne ,slogan - "peace among the peoples" d~'t' refer
to~ peace ipnong the regimes: 'why, the present ,regime's could allegedly be at each other's throQtS', in
a war while perfect peace and tranquillity 'iEHgn$
"among th~, peoples"?,
,,' .'
Leninism has analyzed, the peace slogan a~cI the
tasks of the communists with respect to this slog8l1
in great detail. In Lenin's article SocialiSm aIid
War the section entitled "Pacifism and the fle~ce'
Slogan" states:
"
"
"The temper of the masses in favor of
peace often exp}-esses the beginning of pri),:,,' '
test, anger, and a realization of the r~a~':"
tionaprnatute of the war., It is the dutj,pf
all Social-Democrats [t91s', was ,written, W~f!
the communists still, called themselves 'sa-.
cial-democrats-.;.ed.] to utilize that temp~r.
They will take a mo~f "ardent part in,i~ny
movement and, in' any demOOstration 'motiv~t~
by that sentiment, but they will' not ~ve
the people with admitt~ng the idea t,hat:'a,,'
peace without annexations, without QPp~j1
of nations, without plunder, and' without the'
embryo of new w,ars among the' present govermnents and ruling classes,' is possible ip<
.. ' Back to' the Re¥oIutimary TeachingB
, .
the absence of a revolutionary momtnent.
of Marxlsrn';"Leninism!
,
Such deception of the people would 'merely
mean playing into the hands of the secret
In ,concluding, we want to point oot that we cb
diplomacy of the belligerent governments. 8tJd
not Criticize the CP of Spain (ML) for not having
,facilitating their count,errevolutionary
ha4 a fully developed Leninist stand from 'the day it
plans. Whoever wants a lastiI1g and democr~~c'
was born. The important thing is to persevere' in
,peace must stand for civil war against tJle
the revolutionary struggle, t9 take revolutionary,
governments and the bourgeoisie." (Coll~~4'
Leninism and "the ,cause 'of the proletadat 'seriously,
Works, vol. 21, pp.-- 315-6)
, '
, ' ','and io -step by step learn' more in the struggle. The
Thus Lenin showed that communists must be st:lrisi-:
emergel)ce of the CPS{:ML) in the Struggle against the
tive, to how, the mass~s begin to take up poUtipal
revi8l00iSt. CP, of, Spain, which was once revolutionactivity and not cOntemptuously tum up.' their 'nOses,
iu-:Y, •"lit which degenerated, into a burned-out traitor
at incorrect slogans. )3ut the communists must 'riot
,to· ,the working clasS, was an 'impOrtant, deVelopment.
themselves' endorse wrong slogans that are i.JsefiJl ,to
~13 problem 'is that the 'leadership of the CPS(ML) "
,the bourgeoisie.
. ,
' ,
h~s ~otten stuck in mistaken positions and is perLenil!--also dweit on this question inhissl~ghtly,
~Jn them and' even reg~ding them as badges of
earlier article "THe Question of Peace". "He stresshohor. And it, has .. failed to take ,advantage of
ed that:
' :;: ,
variou,s oPpOrtunities to ,overcome itS weaknesses and
"Should this be taken" to' 'mean' ,that soci~';
adopt a LenJnist policy. ,For" example, in the late
istscan remain' indifferent to the,-'peab'e,
-'" 1970'a theta was the world-wide' struggle "ag~ the
demand that is 'coming from evef', greater m~
, three,' worlds theOry' and Maoism. But the CPS(ML)
es of 'the pe?ple? By 'no means. The' slo~~:
only made a', superficial ctiticisfn of Maoism. It
of the workers' class-consclous vanguard !U'e :,
appears to, have eventually settled for lookiIm back
op.e" thing, while th~' spontaneous demands of
towards the traditions of the ,old CP' during the
the masses are' something quite different~
Civil War ,gays. 'This was a serious mistake on its
All efforts must be bent' towards uttl-'
part~ "
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errors in the line of the CPS(ML), it is in - the hope
Today these mistaken orientations from the paSt
that .this may be of use to the Spani~h Marxistare -doing great damage to the work' of the' CPS(ML).
And these -are' the same orientations that :corroded - .' Leninist8.···,As "'\VeIl' the example of Spainl-is of valutf
for communists elsewhere. This is not just becausEi
the old CP of Spain and helped turn it -into the
the CPS (ML) is influential with a number of other'"
:revisionist abortion tbat it, is today.
parties. It is also because the CPS(ML) faces' dif': "
Nor is this problem restricted to Spain. Rightist stands, and· their iust~fication py referen~e to \ ficult ,tasks that r.esemble those of the communiSts'
of other countries. ,Communism is a world party~'
mistaken traditions of the past, show up e1sewli'ere.
There are: national differences and particular feaThey can be seen neXt door in Portugal w~ere they
~ures in each party's struggle, features that the
took the life out of' the Communist Party (Reconlocal commupists must grasp firmly; . but the gerieral
structed). And they can also be seen in the rightoutlines of communist work, the basic principles
ist stands of the Party 'of Labor of Albania and' the
that 'underlie it, . are the principles of the class
Communist Party of Brazil.,
struggle, a struggle that goes on 1n all cou'ntri~.<>
If we have 'gone in detail into variouS of ~he
.
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The address of "Arm tpe Spirit" _is

P.rJsooers' 1JnIied for. ReroIuttonary
(P.U.R.E.)

~
,
,

P.O.Box: 1098

Gretna,

Louisiana 70056 .

When this -address was -given in the last issue of
the Supplement, that 'of 25 August 1986, the l.'Gr" w~,
accidentally sliced off "Gretna" due to a technical:
<>
problem.
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